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"He doesn't want
both of them.
tire yourselves out making
chlnts hangings, and you ought to
let bim worry about you. He likes
it! She likes to fuss for ber uncle,
and you ought to let ber a woman
has to fuss! Kiss and make up.
silly children 1"
A week later, on a night tralm
Miss Cornelia,
came the uncle.
wakened from her sleep by tbe welcome almost beneath ber window,
wished the old man she had someIn
how taken bis age for granted
Halifax, and went to sleep.
Good as ber Intention she began
ber da early. It was June, balmy,
Evidently tbe
dewy and sweet
Howards were not up yet Cornelia
Draden. for all her forty years, was
good to look upon as she emerged
Into her grassy back yard carrying
an armful of faded black clothing.
Her morning dress was crisp and
face rosy, her
blue, her
eyes bright
There was hardly a
gray hair In her ruddy crown of
hair. With her back to the Howard
cottage she pinned the
coats and trousers to- the line and
began brushing away at them.
If the neighbors had not all been
sleeepy-headthey might bave seen
Romance. For a man's bead, sightly
touched with gray, thrust Itself from
tbe newly furnished Howard guest
room. A pair of broad shoulders
manly. The
visible, gray-clad- ,
a
stranger's gray eyes perceived
Braden at ber work, stared at
But she
her, continued to stare.
did not note.
Like all good housewives, she was
flghtlng-- s dirt
She seized a coat,
shook It sneezed, and shook It again,
this time upside down. A number
of papers and letters fell to the grass.
She stopped and picked them up,
turning them over.
There was something queer In her
She stood looking down
attitude.
at the letters, one band raised to ber
bead, and then she gave a little moan
and sat down In the wet grass, putting both bands over ber face, tbe
letters In ber lap,' her blue dress
crushed in folds about ber.
The man next door came quickly
through the window, leaped tbe low
stone fence, and stood before her.
Cornelia!" be said, In
"Cornelia!
tbe deep voice that she might bave
recognized the night before. "Cornelia!" It seemed foolish to say ber
name again, but Stephen Stratton did
say It time after time. She looked up
at him, dumb, and he knelt beside ber
and took ber bands In his. Then be
saw the letters he had written her
twenty years before, five of them, all
unopened, carried all those years in a
hard, obstinate old man's pocket
Forgetful of everything but him,
she leaned to meet his kiss. Then
they both rose to their feet
"Cornelia." he said, "I want you to
believe In me again before we read
Will you?"
those letters together.
She was leading the way to ber cottage, he Just behind. Her bearing
was fine and proud, and she turned
her head over ber shoulder to smile
at him. She nodded.
"We'll be as happy," she said, "as
tbe couple next door. Tbey have
been teaching me that I hare always
wanted you In my heart!"
you to

The Couple Next Door
By JOANNA

SINGLE

(Copyright, ltitf, by Awock&ted Llierary Pres..

Miss Cornelia, weeding ber pansy
bed In the early May evening, turned
ber back on the couple next door.
Tbe Howards somehow embarrassed
her.
Not that their behavior was
ever out of good taste, but their very
glances were caresses, their housekeeping a progress of cooing and
nest building that made their neighbor's face a bit more grim than the
softness of young summer would seem
(to warrant.
She was finding that she
could not get away from love. Also
that the great passion Ignores the
small matter of age.
So, at nearly
forty, and after the lapse of nearly
twenty years, she found herself fondling a pansy plant and wondering
what had become of Steve Stratton.
Years do not sweeten the bitterness of
a woman deserted without explanation by her lover.
She weeded on, and heard young
Howard bid his wife good night as he
started on an errand down town.
Then she looked up to see the girl
wife coming toward ber, and wishing
she did not make herself so unapproachable to people.
"Good evening
what a lovely
garden you will have before June is
things
I wish I could make
out!
grow!" Eugenia Howard's very voice
was winning.
Miss Cornelia smiled and removed
her weeding gloves.
She wore a
white dress with touches of black on
it, being In half mourning still for the
old father for whom she had cared so
many years. And one who had known
the rigid, stern, peevish old man
would not bave wondered at his
daughter's leaving the place where
she was brought up, and buying a
cottage in a town where she could
begin a life of ber own anew.
way to the porch,
She led the
seated ber visitor, and sat In silence,
She
.but It was a pleasant silence.
was not without a sense of grim
;humor, and read the question In the
young wire's eyes.
"You are wondering why I have
not married!
Married women always wonder that about unmarried
ones.
They are sorry for us, too
'
be, by any.
which they needn't
means!"
Young Mrs. Howard blushed crimson, went white again, and gave a
little gasp.
con"Don't mind my bluntness,"
tinued Miss Cordelia, "It Is my way.
And 1 like you, and I bave never
told a living soul why I am single.
At the same time, before I tell you
why it is," let me tell you that happiness does not depend on others,
nut on ourselves. I am not unhappy.
I bave kuown
dozens of marled
.women whose lives were burdens.
But, all the same, I was once terribly In love terribly Is the right
word. When things went wrong It
nearly killed me, and If my mother
hadn't suddenly died and left ma to
ithe dally necessary care of an Invalid father, I am sure I should have
gone half Insane." She paused, and
the young wlf 3 reached out for
her neighbor's hand and gave It a
Squeeze.
There was no sickly weakness in Miss Cordelia she straight-"eneas she talked.
"I've always wanted to tell somebody. I was only twenty, and loved
a man a few years older than I, a
childhood friend, very sensitive and
He was the son of the
haughty.
village rich man. Father did not like
him, but that did not change me.
We bad never spoken our love but
one night I stole out -- to meet him
and he kissed me. We didn't need
The next day I had a letter
wordsfrom him formally asking me to
',

d

-

COLONEL READY WITH

'

marry mm. He knew my answer,
I told
but 1 wrote It nevertheless.
him about a little silly half affair I
bad bad with another man, and that
I never
cared for a soul but him.
and asked him to answer Immediate
ly and say It made no difference. I
also told hi in my father objected because of the difference In religion
and fortune. Well, days passed, and
I did not hear from htm.
"Then I found be bad gone on
I waitbusiness trip for bis father.
ed for bis return, and still bad no
word from him. Finally, 1 wrote him
an angry little note I said a num
ber of hot things, among them that
I hoped never to see him again, that
he need not dare to come to see me;
that I would return unanswered anything he wrote! Then, without telling my mother why, I coaxed to go
for a visit to a cousin.
"I went; In a few days my mother
died of heart failure, and I hurried
home. After the funeral and the
trouble was over I remembered my
I
lover. He had gone to Canada.
never saw nor heard from him again."
"What a shame!" murmured Eugenia Howard.
The older woman showed a placid
face. She rose and pulled at a growing vine.
"It wasn't Just losing him," she
said. "It was knowing that his feelings for me was just a caprice, and
that he was sorry he had asked me
to marry him.
"1 have waited twenty years for
him to clear himself," said Miss CorI
nelia. "I think that is enough.
I
Bhall never mention him again
don't see why I, bave at all but
somehow you made me, with your
bright eyes questioning me! Shall I
get you a wrapT
It Is chilly for
May."

The matter of Miss Cornelia's love
not mentioned again, but the
young wife and her husband came
very close to her heart They appealed to ber latent desire to mother
something. She advised, helped, took
them through several little crucial
times. One of these was a quarrel,
very slight, when they were fixing
up a room for Eugenia's uncle to
Young
come to stay with them.
Howard wanted the older man to
come the Invitation had come from
him, icadn and accepted for a month.
Tbe quarrel was some silly thing
about furnishing tbe room, but the
young wife spent the better part of
two days in tears about It.
Finally
Cornelia Braden marched over, and
In her militant fashion inquired into
the trouble.
That evening she waited until she
saw Howard enter and followed
was

hlra.

"Don't be

The late Col. H. K. Shakelford, who
was a prollflo writer of detective
storleB, bad as much presence of mind
on one occasion as was ever shown
b any of his heroes. He was visiting
in a western city, and, having spent
the evening with some friends, did
not start back to bis hotel until after

she said

to

o
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There was no man butter pleased
over the appointment of Chancellor
Mahlon Pitney to be a Justice of tbe
United States Supreme court than
Michael J. Ryan, a fireman of No. 4
engine company, this city. "They spoiled a big league ball player in making
Pitney a lawyer; but he's made good
at tbe law, as he would have In baseball." was Mike's comment
In the early 80's Dover bad a baseball team that beat everything around
the state. Dover needed a crack pitcher, and Ryan was sent for and became
a deputy marshal of the town, and began to play ball. Tbe first game be
As be was passing through

a dark and desolate street, a footpad
stepped out from behind a tree, leveled a revolver at the colonel, and told
him to band over bis money. But the
authority on detective law was equal
to the demand of the moment
He
said afterward he thought he bad stolen some of his own stuff in extricating
himself from the trouble.
"What are you doing on Elm avenue?" he asked tbe robber, in a
threatening tone. "Confound you, I
am working this street, and 1 want

PLEA FOR MORE BOILED MEAT
Average Housekeper Is Inclined to Be'
little the Value of This Method
of Cooking.

ING AND SERVING.

utmost Innumerable Are the Ways
Which They May Be Prspared
Either Broiled or Planked
They Are Delicious.

In

In 1851 Miss Beecher wrote: "In
selecting fish take those that are
arm and thick, having stiff fins, thick
icales, the gills bright red and the
yes prominent and full. When fish
re long out of water they grow soft.
nd fins bend easily, the scales are
lull and soft, the gills grow drrk and
the eyes sink and shrink away. They
ihould be dressed as soon as caught,
prlnkled with salt and cooked the
lame day."
At Saturday's remarkable market
was heard:
"Fish at five cents a
pound Is surely a remarkable blessing without any disguise, but how do
rou cook flshT"
Well, they can be fried, broiled,
baked with stuffing, crimped, flaked
and in balls, and souffles and creamed
and an occasional chowder.
One thing the cookery books direct
you to do is, "To put the fish into as
much or more water, as will cover
them." We never drown ours, for too
much water is bad. If you want to
boil the fish a little more water than
will half cover la sufficient Keep the
ltd of the saucepan well down and
simmer gently, it eats much richer
and has a finer flavor than tbe book
way, which soddens it and takes
iway the fine firmness we prize.
"And how shall I tell when It is
lone?" was the next query. When
the filet, or thick part next to the
backbone, can be easily drawn away
From the bone with a knife.
Steamed fish is firmer and finer
than fish baked or boiled. The making of filets and tbe baking of fish
requires more care In the cookery and
richer ingredients
that is usually
given to fish cookery In tbe home,
and the excellence of these dishes
depends upon the sauces after all.
One fish dish we think well of Is
made with mushrooms .and sweet
peppers, a quantity of melted butter
and some lemon Juice. The fish may
be broiled or planked and then garnished; the long chill peppers are
more sightly than the large sweet
peppers. Cold fish flaked and mixed
with salad dressing and trimmed with
capers and served on a bed of crisp
lettuce always pleases. For seasoning, lemon Juice Is always popular,
and vinegar, either tarragon or the
ordinary sort. Is acceptable.
"Salt Is the stuff that spoiled the
fish when you did not put any on,"
so salt the fish when starting It to
cook and serve celery salt and paprika with It at the table. Henrietta
D. Grauel.

Prune Jelly.
Half a box of gelatin, half pound
prunes, one cup sugar. Juice of half a
lemon, water. Soak the gelatine In a
little cold water. Cook the prunes until soft In rather more water than will
cover them; then take out the prunes,
and to the liquid add the gelatin,
sugar, Juice of lemon and hot water
enough to make one quart of liquid;
let It come to a boll, after which
strain. Remove the stones of the
prunes, cut fruit Into pieces, put It
pitched he met Mahlon Pitney, then Into the liquid, and heat, after which
covering the first bag for Dover.
put Into a mold. To be eaten with
"I'd seen men cover first many wblnped cream. Mary J. Hall.
times," said Ryan, "but that big fellow was something new.
He was all
Blacking Outfit.
there and had everything the much-toute- d
When the "man of the house" buys
stars bave today, except a his shoe blacking be removes It from
glove. Like all men of that day, be tbe box to a vaseline Jar having a
played with bare bands. I've seen all screw top. Tbus he has no trouble
the stars play first and never yet have In opening or closing and the blacking
I seen a man beat Pitney at It"
keeps moist. He buys a small, Hat
Philadelphia Record.
paint brush for five cents, with which
to apply the blacking, and this, wltb a
piece of eiderdown cloth, makes a
Fast and Loose.
There Is many a close man who has most satisfactory outfit Good Houseloose morals.
keeping.

Pitney a Baseball Sta

BLUFF midnight.

Writer of Detective Stories Found
Himself at Home In 8omewhat
'
Trying Situation.

Idiots!"

firm-fleshe- d

FISH

NO. 16.

New Kind of Syrup..
I'll have no other
syrup that epicures canTo
In!" The Populai not make
tell from genuine maple syrup,
boll a dozen dark corncobs in a gallon of water for two bours; strain the
Wily Will.
liquid, measure, take twice as much
you
"Didn't
tblnk that was a beauti- granulated sugar, Juice of
f
a
ful girl with me today, Will?"
lemon or a tablespoon strong vinegar
"What girl, my dearest T"
(to keep syrup from turning back to
"Why she was with me when you sugar); boll five minutes.
met us outside the church."
In making the above or plain sugar
"Was there a girl there, dear? 1 syrup, It Is not necessary to add vinedidn't notice. I was looking at you." gar or lemon Juice if the Ingredients
And then she loved bim all the are put together when cold and stirred
more.
occasionally (not boiled)
you to understand

crooks butting
Magazine.

one-hal-

If you scorn boiled beef, either
through Ignorance of Its nutritive
vaivi or because the cheaper cuts may
be used, here Is enlightenment:
One of the most eminent phlsiclans
of Carlsbad says boiling Is by far the
best way to cook meats.
That It Is most economical, since no
part' of its Juices are lost, and that
flank, a cheap cut, Is one of the best
pieces for boiling, every good bouse-- '
keeper knows.
Tb family with small income or
even average Income should use boiled meats Instead of expensive steaks
as one of the first steps toward reducing the cost of living, and It can be
done without robbing the table of
needed nourishment.
Recipe for
Beef. Two
Boiled
pounds and a half for small family,
or five pounds for medium, should be
selected, the beef removed from butcher's paper at once, then wiped. The
membrane is then removed, the meat
shaped, stuffed, tied and then skewered. Cover with a cloth, place In
kettle, cover with boiling water, bring
to boiling point and cook Just below the boiling point five or six hours
until tender. Simmered beef would be
a more correct term than boiled beef,
but it Is ordinarily known as boiled
beef.

Season with salt one-hahour before serving. Reserve liquor for making gravies and soups. Boiled beef
should have a rich well seasoned gravy
served with it
lf

Household
IfQuestions
Stains may be removed from the

zinc tops of kitchen tables with vin-

egar.
Potato balls which are sauted In
butter after being boiled are
They should be served with
a generous sprinkling of minced pars-

dell-clou- s.

ley.

When making baked or boiled custard the milk to be used should be
scalded and set aside to cool. Then
make the custard In the ordinary way
and it will be perfectly smooth.
If one cupful of vinegar
la put
with the water in which colored table
cloths are washed It will prevent the
color from running. Iron when still
damp and they will look equal to new.
To make string beans or cabbage
tender In cooking them and also to
shorten the time required for cooking
the latter vegetable add a pinch of
baking soda to the water In which
they are boiled. This, used Judiciously, makes the vegetables as fresh
and tender as when they came from
the garden.
Sweet Muffins.
cupful of butter rubbed to
cupful of sugar
a cream. One-hal- f
stirred Into the butter. Add two well
beaten eggs, stir and mix thoroughly.
Add one cupful of sweet milk, three
of a cupful of winand
ter wheat flour, Three rounded
of baking powder should be
sifted Into the flour after measuring,
and tho flour and the baking powder
sifted together into the muffin .mixture. Bake in gem pans about twenty
minutes.
One-hal- f

three-quarte-

Making Waffles.

Sift two cupfuls of flour into a
basin, add two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder, half a taspoonful of salt and
one teaspoonful of sugar. Beat up the
yolks of two eggs, add one cupful of
milk to them, add very gradually to
the flour, then lightly mix In one
of melted butter and tbe
whites or the eggs, beaten to a still
waffroth. Fry on a hot,
fle iron. Serve h6t, with syrup.
table-spoonf-

well-grease- d

A Critic Corrected.
Fogg I see that some critical person bas dubbed that new circular
structure on the common "the col-

lar

box."

Fenderson He's away oft. That's
no collar box; It's a bandbox.

Just Before Rome Fall.
"I see," said Wiggles, "that Bobby

Fancier and his wife bave got a divorce."
"Really?" said Jiggles. "What a
sad case. Who gets the custody of
the poodle?" Harper! Weekly.

whether It pays to harrow
FARM PRINCIPLES! authorities
wheat and other sowed crops, there Is

DRY

NEYS for me

no difference of oplnloa regarding the
necessity or value of frequent cultivation of corn and of all other crops u
planted In rows. The main pur-

YOUNG
PEOPLE

Proper Preparation of Seed Bed
pose being, as described here, to keep
Has Many Advantages.
down the weeds and maintain a melSystem of Culture Outlined to Favor
Conservation of Soil Moisture
and Adapted to Reglone of
Limited Rainfall.
(By PROF. A. M TEN EYCK, Buperln-terulvWestern Kansas Experiment
Station.)
In a dry climate the proper preparation or the see I bed baa several Im-

nt

portant advantages.
The cultivation
of the land after harvest tends to conserve the molstur already stored In
the soil.
The furrowed land Is in
good condition to catch and store the
rain and the later cultivation clears
the land of weeds and volunteer wheat
and leaves a mellow soil mulch to
conserve the moisture which has been
stored In the subsoil. The early and
continued cultivation of the boII far
vors the action of the bacteria and the
development of available plant food.
By practicing this method the farmer may cultivate a larger area early in
the season when the soil Is In good
condition to cultivate, when, If it had
been necessary to plow the whole area,
some of the land might become too
dry to plow well. Likewise the later
plowing leaves ihe soli too lose and
not in good seed bed condition.
In preparing land for corn or other
intertilled crops the listing may be
done late In the fall or during the winter or oarly spring. The usual plan
being to split the ridges with the lister
later in the spring, when the corn la
planted, or the corn or kafflr corn may
be planted by Hating in the same furrow.
It is advisable to harrow the
Hated field once or twice before planting to destroy weeds, or prevent soli
drifting and to preserve a mellow soli
mulch to conserve the water which has
been stored In the subsoil. In preparing land for corn, the early llBting has
proved equal to early plowing and superior to early disking, as shown by
the experiments at the Kansas station.
In the drier portions of the great
plains area, where the annual rainfall
is not sufficient to produce a crop
every year, it becomes necessary to
practice a system of summer fallowing
every third or fourth season, or in alternate years in localities of least rainfall, in order to store moisture and develop plant food and thus Insure the
production of a profitable crop each
year.
Deep plowing either In the fall or
spring, and frequent surface cultivation as described above, la the method
of summer fallowing which has given
the best results at the Montana, western Nebraska and western Kansas experiment stations.
Another good method where the soil
is Inclined to blow Is to list the ground
into furrows In the fall, leveling the
ridges early in the spring and plowing
about the first of June, giving sufficient cultivation during the balance of
the season to destroy the weeds and
prepare a good seed bed.
The weeder Is better adapted for harrowing wheat and other small grains
than the common barrow, but the harrow may be used when the ground la
Arm. The writer questions whether it
Is necessary or advisable as a rule to
harrow wheat If due precautions have
been taken in preparing lid seed bed.
Under certain conditions, where
heavy rains firm and puddle the soil. It
may be advisable to harrow, but very
young grain may be Injured by harrowing, and after the wheat covers the
ground, harrowing Is unnecessary. The
harrowing of wheat at regular intervals at the Kansas, Nebraska and
Montana experiment stations has not
resulted favorably. Without question,
the proper preparation of the seed bed
Is a much more Important factor In the
growing of small grains, than the cultivation after seeding.
While It Is a disputed point among

low soil mulch as far as practicable,
during the growing season of the crop.
There Is some disagreement regarding
the depth and frequency of cultivation
The writer favors rather
desirable.
deep cultivation in our drier, hotter
climate, and after 'Tfery hard rain If
possible or at least sufficient to keep
the weeds in check.
It Is not necessary or practicable to
attempt to cultivate after every rain,
and there Is no virtue In the admonition "Keep thr cultivator going In a
dry time." If the soil has been well
stirred and the mulch la of sufficient
depth, to cultivate again would be a
loss of time and might do actual harm
by drying out the deeper portion of
the soil mulch and also causing a too
One and dusty condition of the surface
soil unfavorable to the absorption of
moisture when the rain comes and far
vorable to the blowing or drifting of
the soil In strong winds.
Such a system of culture as outlined here is Intended to favor the
conservation of soil moisture, and Is
thus especially adapted to regions
where a limited or Irregular rainfall
makes ihe most careful methods of soil
culture necessary In order to store and
conserve the water In the soil and get
the most use from It In the production of crops. The principles stated
above have been known and practiced
morw or less for a long time. In fact,
dry farming Is simply good tillage
and thorough cultivation of the soil,
at the right time. In the right way, and
in a systematic) manner.
Scientific farming pays, everywnere.
vie writer believes In the practicability of thorough tillage and good cultivation cn every farm, and the Increase
In crops by such farming will more
than pay for the extra labor. But the
great problem In western agriculture
today Is not how to get larger crops
out of the soli for a few years, but
rather how to produce paying crops
every year and at the same time maintain the fertility and productiveness of
the land.
Simple Ullage will not maintain soil
fertility. It becomes necesary finally
to replace the plant food, exhausted by
the continuous growing of crops, with
tue application of manure, or chemical
fertilizers, and by green manuring and
the rotation of crops, In which the legume crops, such as alfalfa or clover
or Held peas or vetch, are Introduced
In order to restore again the nitrogen
and organic matter, the supply ; of
which has become more rapidly reduced by intensive cultivation.
The supply of organic matter may be
in part maintained by plowing under
tli i stubble and by carefully saving the
straw and manure and returning it
again to the soil.
A regular and systematic rotation of
crops has not yet come into general
practice In the western plains country. Flax la extensively grown In the
northern states; the sorghums are an
Important crop In Kansas and the
states further south; alfalfa Is grown
successfully la the eastern edge of the
dry farming belt and in the more favorable locations farther west, but
wheat Is the great western crop. The
great plains region Is particularly
adapted for growing hard red wheat
of exoellent quality, the best bread
making wheat In the world, and it
must continue to be as It Is today the
great wheat producing area of our
country. Any general system of crop
rotation, therefore, adapted to the
west must Include wheat as the great
crop.

HOW

stunted
filly should not be bred.
Food plays an Important part In the
growth and development of the colt.
Failure to secure profits In hog raising are usually due to mismanagement
Ewes that are In bad condition at
Jamblng time frequently disown their
Jamta,
Many lambs are far from being as
good individuals as either of their
poorly-nourishe-

t

parents.
Match horses with reference to site
and motion particularly, to color, if
jou can.
Lambs that are four weeks ma be

A

KITE

Among Other Things Needed la Long,
8tralght Lath, a Cane, Lots of

String, Paste and Paper.
In order to make a kite one needs
a long, straight lath, a cane, lots of
string, paper and paste. The lath Is
for the upright. The cane should be
the length of the lath,
and must be securely fastened at Its
exact middle to the upper end of the
lath and brought down to a bow by
the cord. Care must be taken to balance the two sides of the kite accurately. A very slight Inexactness
will make the kite
Fasten
all the parts securely with string, and
the skeleton of your kite Is complete
Now paste sheets of paper together
until you have one large enough to
cover the whole framework, leaving
about two Inches to lap over. Paste
this
margin over the edges
securely. Cut some slips of paper
about three inches wide and paste
(hem along and over the cross .and
upright strings to secure them firmly
to the main sheets. For the wings,
or tassels, take two strips of paper,
snip across like a comb, roll them up
and bind the uncut ends with a
string. The tall is made of slips of
paper twisted and tied along a long
string about six Inches apart. A good
long string with a tassel at the end
will answer the same purpose and Is
more graceful. The tall should be fifteen times as long as the kite. The
three-fourth-

s

GOT TO THE CAUSE.

'

BUNGALOW FOR SMALL BIRDS
Excellent Nesting Place for the Little
Songsters May Be Made Out of
Thin, Soft Wood.

And Then All Symptoms of Kidney

Trouble Vanished,
C.

J. Hammonds,

two-Inc-

1115

E.

First St,

Fort Scott, Kans., says: "I was operated on for stone In the kidney but not
cured and some time after, was feel
ing so bad, I knew
there must be another stone that would
have to be cut out I
decided to try Doan's
Kidney Pills and the
imkidney
action
proved right away.
Large quantities of
sediment and stone
particles passed from
me and finally 'the stone Itself, partly
dissolved, but still as big as a pea.
With it disappeared all symptoms of
dizziness, rheumatism and headache,
t have gained about 60 pounds since
and feci well and hearty."
"When Your Back Is Lame, Remember
the Name DOAN'S." EOc. all stores.
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Foster-Milbur-

lop-side-

bird bungalow may be made and
Consoling Thought
placed In some position where the
"Do you believe, doctor,.' asked
birds may use it as a home. Many
people make a practice of preparing Mrs. Wumps, "that men become
these little houses, because they like what they eat?" I
"Yes, madam, do," said the bishop.
to see the birds, and also to help the
"What a comfort that must have
been to those early missionaries when
they were eaten by the cannibals!" sighed Mrs. Wumps. Harper's
Weekly.
A

1

Her Advantages.
"I should think Buggs made things
eery uncomfortable for his wife when
he has a habit of storming all over
thr house."
"What need she care how he storms,
as long as she Is reigning it!"
Bird Bungalow.

TO DRIVE OFT MAtARTA

AND 1H1I.D I I' THE RTSTFM

Take the Old Standard OKOVKH TAHTU LKNJj
little feathered creatures have a saU CHILI,
TON 10. You know what yon are taking,
Tho formula Is plntnljr printed on every bottle,
home for rearing their families. But ihowtnn
tt Is nituply (Julntne and Iron In a tasteless
it Is not all on one side that the favor form, and the must effectual form, s'or grown
ceuu
pouple and cutldrun,
will be shown, for If the birds are la
your neighborhood, they will kill the
Strike Breakers of Old.
bugs which do so much harm and thua
Elijah was being fed by the ravens.
save the trees from destruction.
"I don't care if. the waiters do
We bear a great deal about th
strike," he boasted.
conservation of the forests. Which
means the saving of the forests freni
Which wins? Oarflold Tea always wins
destruction and, thus, the rivers trnd on its merits as the best of herb cathartics.
lakes. ' So by helping keep the birdu
Ask nothing but what is right, subIn your neighborhood,' you will help
mit to nothing wrong. Andrew Jack- save the trees.
You will see this bungalow has ni.
piazza, because the bird enters on the
wing and does not like . to have a
porch on which uninvited guests can
stand and look Into her house through
the front door. The roof over hangu
an Inch In front, for protection
against rain and sun. In the back,
both roof and floor extend a balf-lncto get rid of a spell
beyond the body of the bouse, so
of Indigestion, Sick
that there will be an air space beHeadache, Constitween It and the tree, for there ara
pation, Biliousness,
Ave small boles In the back to
Heartburn.Cramps
serve as ventilators, and they, would
be useless for that purpose if the bunor Malarial Disorgalow were flat against the tree.
ders is to take
The material required are some very
thin, soft wood (cigar boxes are good)
about four dozen tiny wire nails, and
a couple of yards of copper wire to
attach the bungalow to a tree. Small
iron or steel wire la apt to rust
through and break. fiO

An Easy Way

h
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HOSTETTER'S

STOMACH

Cheaply Made Kite.

string should be light and strong. The
string should be fastened to a piece
of string, which Is fastened to the upright by both ends and hanging down
In a loop about a foot in depth. The
points of attachment should be one
a little below the middle of the upright and the other about
s
up the remaining length. The illustration will show you.
Kiteflying Is a delightful pastime,
but It is also more than that It has
Its uses for scientific and military
purposes. In the year 1749 two scienInerease Poultry Value.
tists attached thermometera to kites
Careful students of the poultry busi- and raised them Into the clouds to
ness estimate that If farmers would make an experiment In finding out the
discard the scrubs and use only pure temperature. They have also been
bred breeds there would be an In- sent up with Instruments attached to
crease of 100 per cent In the poultry them to register the wind movements.
They help in making' the weather fore- value.
two-third-

pushed rapidly for market by feedMOTORCYCLE OF A NEW TYPE
ing oats and bran with some ground
corn.
Friction Valve, Which Is Unique FeaWhen you begin to train a young
ture, Gives Any Variation of
horse, do it with mingled firmness and
Speed That Is Desired.
goodness.
A new motorcycle of the underslung
When the hogs fall to gain at least
a pound a day it Is time to say good-b- y type has several Interesting features,
the mofet radical of which Is a reverse
to them.
Oreat care should be used in water-lnthe horses. A little and often la
the beat way.
if a hog seems to be ailing, separate
It from the herd at once and give
watchful care.
If you find It Decennary to change
the horse's feed, cut the amount
down for a time.
It is conducive to health and economical pork production to have an
alfalfa swine pasture.
When ten days old, dock your
and castrate those not kept for rams
Unique Design of Motorcycle.
at about two weeks old.
The friction drive, which Is a
drive.
Haphazard methods of breeding
never pay with dairy cattle. The best unique feature, given any variation of
speed desired, from 30 to 1 on low and
herd bull is none too good.
.
2 to 1 on high, with 10 to 1 on reverse.
Sheep are timid, nervous creature
and all excitement and roughness The lever on the right throws out the
a UodJlng them clutch when pushed forward, and this
should b avoid
g

A

TO CONSTRUCT

casts, as "Old Probs" files kites from
to
some of the observing stations
bring Information from as high as a
mile up in the air.
Then there are military kites, used
to carry a camera for photographing
a fort from above, the shutter being
worked by electric wire or clockwork;
and a large kite or several kites coupled together are used to lift a man up
to, say, fifty or one hundred feet, to
let him examine from above the enemy's army or camp. Of course the
kites used In this way are not just the
ordinary paper and string kite, such
as we make at home. Other materials must sometimes b employed.
In Japan "kite flying" Is a popular
amusement, the object aimed at being
to so fly one kite as to disable or cut
the string of another.

'

Couldn't Be Polite.
Willie, aged 6, accompanying tail
mother to a dinner party, had beea
told to eat sparingly and to say
"Thank you" when anything was
passed to him. The older guests, how
ever, demanded so much attention
that Willie was almost wholly Ignored.
Finally he could stand It no longer
and exclaimed In an audible whisper:
"Mamma, I'm eating sparingly oil
right, but how can I say 'Thank yom'
when they don't pass me anything?"
Youngster Was Posted,
"Papa," queried little Lola, wtu
was looking through a catalogue of agricultural Implements, "what is a chilled plow?"
'I know," exclaimed her six year old
brother. "It's a plow that has stood
out in the cold all winter."

BITTERS
IT TONES

STRENGTHENS
REBUILDS

INVIGORATES

Try a bottle today and be convinced. All Druggists.

X

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver la
right the stomach and bowels are right.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
eentlybut firmly com- - '
J - v
pel a lazy liver to J?
ICARTERSl
...
do its duty.
ITTLE
Cures Con- -

r

S

S

IVER
itipaUon, In- PILLS.
digestion,
tlamil
Sick
Headache,
and Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

allows the speed to be changed by th
lever on the left footboard. Or, by
pushing the
lever still
further forward, the baud brake Is
operated. It Is claimed that this band
Genuine must bear Signature
brake and the reverse drive give absolute safety and control, says thi
Popular Mechanics.
The Idler wheels attached to eacli
side of the frame are lowered by DAISY FLY KILLER
STSffi
means of a lever mounted at the rlgbt
Ale, heat, cieaB or- ll5ll'57pF1lv:'TJ,Jof the seat, and are raised by pressf
ttKy f "xvS k
i t
ing a button on the
The
construction of the front hub and axU
UTr wisi nut iuii vw
is such that the entire load of thii
njur ny tta Inf.
Guaranteed affactlvta.
forward half of the machine Is supby daalajr of
Sold
ported directly by the axle7. The forks
Hut prepaid for IU
K OLD BOMfcKB, 150 D.fftlb
., Brooalya, M. 1.
leading to the steering shaft are used
simply to guide the wheel.
first-name- d

P-

foot-boar-

I
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Separating a Lady's Finger Tips.
Many boys pride themselves on their
muscular strength. Let a girl place
the tips of her fingers together, keeping her elbows on a level with her
shoulders, and challenge any boy U
take a hold of her wrists and sepurat
then by a steady puil. Unless she bo
unusually weak, or be very strong, hn
will probably fail. Woman's WorJd

YOU

Can Earn a Salary

Every Month

Representing Thk Delineator, Evbkv-bouv- 's
and Auvbntukb.
Man or woman,
young or old if you want work for oos hour
if eight hours a day, write to
THE BUTTFRirK PUBLISHING CO.

Bullerlelc Hullrilna.

ZZZl'dUCiZXl

New York City

ALWAYS

BlUABUk

SERIAL

over, and spent a long hour consum
ing an indifferent cigar and studying

"Call it feminine intuition, if you
like. The man looks capable of

the night, the singing of the waves
against the Ranee's sides, the deep
throb and unbroken surge of her engines, and the sustained, clear note
of the monsoon in ber wire rigging
these combined with physical fatigue
to soothe the man, to lull blm Into
Yet
fantastic borderland of dreams.
such was bis command of self that be
would not yield to the caressing touch
of drowsiness, but merely lay motionless and at rest, communing with bis
fancy. And that led him out of the
sotdld saloon of the Ranee across the
seas that lay ahead of that ship's
prow, to the fair land whither he was
to convey the Pool of Flame. . . .
Abruptly he leapt to bis feet wide
'
awake and raging.
A blow was still sounding through
the saloon a dull crash. Buried half
way to the hilt in the bulkhead back
of the transom a knife quivered. Instinctively the wanderer's fingers had
closed upon the grip of his revolver.
He pulled the trigger almost before
he realized what had happened and
sent a bullet winging toward a spot
on the gangway above whert a pair
of long brown legs bad been but now
were not On the heels .of that fruitless shot he sent another, this time
with no murderous intent, but to
heart hot within him, mouth dry with
thirst for that lascar s blood. Not a
third time should the man escape bis
Judgment at the bands of O'Rourke,
he swore.
A stentorian roar saluted blm as be
gained the deck a bellow choked and
ending in a
sickening
gurgle,
O'Rourke in a flash swung on his
heel Simultaneously he came face to
face with Quick. . He could have cried
aloud in pity.
The captain swayed before him, a
massively built figure clothed all in
white, huge arms trembling towards
his bead, revolver dropping from a
nerveless band, his chin fallen for
ward on his chest, a stupid, weary
smile on his face, and a dark and hid
eous smear spreading swiftly over the
bosom of his shirt
A cry of horror, despair and ' rage
stuck In the wanderer's throat Quick,
who had hailed his appearance on the
Ranee at Aden as a harbinger of good
luck, had been foully murdered. His
dominant emotion of the moment, an
Intense and pitiful solicitude for the
dying man, threw him off bis guard.
warn the gaptaln on the bridge. Here
at last was an issue forced, animus
proven, assassination Indisputably at
tempted.
He sprang for the companionway,
was half way up it in a thought his
Under Its Influence he forgot the desperate case of which this tragedy
brought all aboard the Ranee, put out
his arms, received the falling body,
and let it gently to the deck.

of

to the deck, he caught at the hand)
that bad wielded the kris; his fingers
closed about the wrist, and, bracing
himself, be swung the assassin off his
feet Bo doing, his fingers slipped on
the man's greasy skin and be stum,
bled off his balance
His object, however, bad been ac
complished. The murderer, burled a
yard or more through the air, fell and
slid along the deck Into a group of
lascars, one of whom, like a nine-pin- ,
was knocked over and fell atop of
him.
O'Rourke recovered and stepped for
ward, revolver poised to administer
the quietus to the murderer an amiable intention which was, however.
With almost
doomed to frustration.
inconceivable swiftness the group of
lascars had become a mere tangle of
arms and legs, a melange of struggling limbs and bodies. Where be
bad thought to find a single prostrate
form, there were six rtruggllnc In con
fusion on the deck.
For a thought lie stayed his finger
on the trigger, waiting to pick out the
unde&most and slay Urn first of all,
unwilling, furthermore, to waste one
of the four Invaluable cartridges remaining in his revolver. And then
unexpectedly the tragedy seemed over
and done with altogether.
From the bottom of the heap of bod
ies a terrible cry of mortal anguish,
shrilled loud; and almost at once the
mob seemed to resolve into its orig
inal elements. Five lascars crawled,
arose, or flung themselves away from
the sixth, who lay Inert, prone, limbs
still twitching, a knife burled in bis
back.
For a thought the tableau held.
there In the pure brilliance of the
moonlight; the half a dozen standing
figures, O'Rourke a space apart from
the rest, and two bodies, the one face
down, Quick with a face to the stars,
each with its dread background; a
black stain that grew and spread slow
upon
ly
dazzling
the
white,
planks. . . .
Quietly the tallest of the lascars
moved forward, knelt and drew the
knife from the back of his dead felup, facing
low.
He straightened
O'Rourke without a tremor, his eyes
afire, and wiped the blade of the krls
on his cummerbund.
Do not shoot, sahib,"
he said
smoothly in .excellent English. "Do
not shoot, sahib, for it is I who have
avenged. This dog," and with his toe
be stirred the thing at his feet "ran
amok. Now he is dead."
This was the serang who spoke.
O Rourke eyed blm coldly through a
prolonged silence. At length, "That
seems quite evident." he admitted
coolly. "Pick up that body and throw
it overboard!" he commanded sharply.
In obedence to a sign from the se
rang, two of the lascars seized the
body. A subsequent splash overside
told th Irishman that bis order had
been carried out But be heard it
abstractedly, confronted as he was
with a problem whose difficulty was
not to be underestimated, the problem
embodied in the statuesque, imperturbable serang.
It was hard to know what to do.
what to believe, what action to take.
If he were right in his surmise, the se
rang should rightly be shot down In
stantly, without an instant's respite.
Yet the heartless brutality upon which
bis theory was based made blm hesitate. It was difficult to believe that
the- serang had been able to accomplish what O'Rourke was inclined to
credit him with; that he, the wielder
ot the krls, the murderer of Quick.
thrown off his feet by the Irishman s
attack, bad deliberately Involved his
fellows with him in bis fall and profited by the confusion to slay one upon
whom be could throw the blame for
all that had happened.
The weapon quivered In O'Rourke's
grasp. More tnan once in tnat Drier
debate he was tempted to shoot the
fellow ou suspicion. Yet he held his
hand; be could not be positive. With
every circumstance against him, he
might still be telling the truth. The
whole horrible affair might boll down
to nothing more than an insane crime
of a crazy Malay, one who, as the serang claimed, bad "run amok."
He bad not made up bis mind when
his thoughts were given a new turn
by a new complication, in the shape
That lady
of Mrs. Prynne herself.
came up the companion steps with no
apparent, hesitation, no fear or apprehension; quietly and confidently alert,
on the other hand, she was vlslbl
armed and prepared against danger It
whatever form she might have to en
counter it

the cracks in the bulkhead between
Yea. But sure, there's no telling
bis room and the cabin.
Without profit, however. Lacking at all."
"No telling," she concurred quietly.
mor substantial proof than Danny's
suspicions, t could arrive at no defi "We can but wait, watch, hope that I
imagined the hand at my door."
ne conclusion.
There might be aomethlng in
The night passed without incident;
the second day dawned the counter that"
I am neither nervous nor an im
part of Its predecessor, and wore
away quietly enough.
aginative woman."
It fell to O'Rourke to stand the first
At all events, I'll go ball 'twill not
from four to sis in the happen a second time."
evening. Shortly after he ascended
How do you propose to prevent
the bridge, It was his happiness to be it?"
Joined by Mrs. Prynne, who Improved
'Sure, the simplest way in the
the moment to express her gratificaworld. I myself will stand guard in
aftion with the propitious tide in her
the saloon, madam."
fairs. The King's courier was pleased
But no, monsieur; I can better af
to declare herself very well pleased ford to lose a little sleep than have
Indeed, though she admitted, under you forfeit your rest BeBldes, I have
"
Jocular pressure, that she considered Ceclle
she was roughing It. Captain Quick
By
There ensued an argument without
quarters were by no means palatial. termination; he remained obdurate,
LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
and the bill of fare, while substantial
she insistent' Only the appearance of
ly composed, lacked something of vaQuick on the stroke of four bells
rlety; but that was all a part of the forced them to shelve the subject
Msatratless by Ellsworth Taunt
great and fascinating game she played It was resumed at the dinner table
the game of secret service to His and carried out In a light manner ot
Majesty, Edward VII.
banter for a time, dropped and forCopyright 1UUV, by Louis Joseph Vanoe
Not that alone, but she was com gotten, apparently by all but O'Rourke,
14
voyforted by the assurance that her
8YN0PSI9.
ge would soon be over, her mission
'
CHAPTER XXIV.
discharged, her responsibility a thing
nnpnn
with
Carlo
Monte
ntnrv
at
The
see
to
glad
past.
of
the
She would be
a military free
Col. Terenco O'Rourke,
The night fell clear as crystal and
lance and something of a gambler, In his Bombay.
wonderfully bright with stars; the
hotel. Ianlnv nn the halconv he sees
One never knows, you know, Colo
beautiful girl who suddenly enters the
wind went down with the sun, then
elevator and passes from sight. At the nel O'Rourke," she said with a little rose again refreshed and waxed to
gaming table O'Rourke notices two men gesture expressive
allowance
of
her
watching him. One Is the Hon. Bertie
half a gale. At midnight O'Rourke,
Glynn, while his companion Is Vlscmint for th unforeseen.'
leaving the bridge, left the Ranee drivDes Trebes, a duelist. The viscount tells
O'Rourke divined she had something ing steadily through a racing sea,
him the French government has directed
him to O'Rourke as a man who would on her mind which she hesitated to through a world noisy with the crisp
undertake a secret mission. At his apart
ment. O Rourke. who had aRreed to un- voice, though they were practically
rattle and crash of breaking crests.
dertake the mission, finds a mysterious alone; the man at the wheel was a
Fortifying himself with strong cof
letter. The viscount arrives, hands.
bronze statue In a faded fee, the adventurer rettled himself In
sealed Dackaare to O'Rourke. who Is not nonentity
to open It until on the ocean. A pair of shirt, ragged turban and soiled cum a chair by the foot of the companion-wa- y
dainty slippers are seen protruding rrom merbund.
steps leading up from the tiny
under a doorway curtain. The Irishman
finds the owner of the mysterious feet t
Then 'tis yourself will be glad, I saloon that served as dining-roofor
be his wife, Beatrix, from whom he ha
all but the crew of the tramp. From
run away a year previous. They are gather, to be rid of us, madam?"
"What
reconciled, and opening the letter he finds
She smiled, deprecatory.
position he commanded both enlaw firm offers him would you?" she asked in French, this
that a Rana-ootrances, port and starboard, from the
100,000 pounds for a jewel known as the
fool or f lame and left to him by a ay with a significant glance up into upper deck, as well as the doors that
lng friend, but now In keeping of one O'Rourke's eyes.
flanked them on either hand, to the
named Chambret in Algeria. O'Rourke
"It's not precisely pleasant to be quarters occupied by Mrs. Prynne and
worats the nobleman In a dnel. The wife
bids O'Rourke farewell and he promises constantly apprehensive," the woman
to Dravos' stateroom, which was empto soon return with the reward, lie aiscovers both Olynn and the viscount on continued In the same tongue, "even ty and would be so until the next
board the shin. As he finds Chambret when one has a Colonel O'Rourke to
change of watch.
there Is an attack by bandits and his look to for protection."
friend dies telling O'Rourke that he has
The succeeding hours dragged inter
left the Pool of Flame with the governor
"Ah, madame!" expostulated
the minably,
and
quiet
general, who at sight of a signet ring
"But what makes ye so
given the colonel will deliver over the wanderer.
jewel. Arriving at Algeria the Irishman positive I'd not turn tall and run away
About six bells the moon got up,
finds the governor general away. Des
from any real danger?"
Trebes makes a mysterious RDDolntment
and its rays, filtering . through the
and tells O Rourke that he has gained
She gave him a look that brimmed beavy-ribbeglass of the skylight.
possession of the Jewel by stealing
In
with mirth. "A man who is a cow filled the saloon with an opalescent
duel O'Rourke masters the viscount
secures possession of the Pool of Flame ard," she said slowly, "doesn't stand
and starts by ship for Rangoon. He finds still and draw a ' revolver when a shimmer that assorted incongruously
the captain to be a smuggler who tries to
with the dull glow of the electric
ateal the Jewel. It Is Anally secured by heavy knife is thrown at his bead."
bulbs dull, because there was some
escapes to
the captain and O'Rourke
"Quick told ye, madam?"
land, with the aid of one Danny and
thing wrong with the dynamo, accord"No, 1 saw beard the quarrelling
his sweetheart, O'Rourke recovers the
Pool of Flame. On board shlD once more, on the forward deck and got to the ing to Dravos.
O'Rourke, weary and yawning, watch
bound for Rangoon, a mysterious lady
appears. O Rourke comes upon a lasca
companionway in time to see what ed the milky rainbow dance upon the
about to attack the lady, who Is a Mrs, happened. Had you not been so in
e
glass overhead for several
Prynne. and kicks the man Into the hold
Mrs. Prynne claims she Is en route for tent on your search for the knife, you
on
a
king.
mission for the
India
would have seen me. As it was, I
slipped below again without attracting
CHAPTER XXIII
(Continued.)
attention."
Now Denny happened to have "off'
"But why?"
the first afternoon watch. O'Rourke
"To get my revolver, monsieur le
from the bridge saw blm come up the
engine-roocompanion ladder, dive colonel."
" 'Twas naught but an accident
Into the messroom for his dinner, and
"You do not believe that yourself.
'
emerge,
picking
and
later
his teeth
grinning
until hi colonel dear; for my part,
"Well?"
master could have kicked him, bad
"Someone tried my door last night,
such a course been politic before the
'crew, or even consistent with the dig after you'd retired."
"Ye are sure?" doubted O'Rourke,
nity of bis office.
"A word to say to ye, sor, If I may disturbed.
Quito. I was awake thinking; 1
make so bold." .
O'Rourke glanced at the helmsman, heard you come below and close your
and having long since made up his dcftjV at eight bells; long after there
mind that the man was competent, were footsteps someone walking In
left him In possession of the bridge his bare feet In the saloon. Then
for a space, and Joined Danny below." the knob was turned, very gently,
Fortunately, the door was bolted;
"What is it?"
Danny lowered his voice to a hoarse someone put a shoulder to It, but it
whisper. "Kape yer eye on thot black held fast. I caught up my revolver
dlvvle up there, sor, for the love of Indeed and I am very reckless with it,
Hlven, and don't look surprised at sir! and opened the door myself. The
saloon was quite empty."
anything "
Ye shouldn't have risked that"
O'Rourke moved a few paces aft,
I had to know, with so much at
along the rail, to a point whence be
could see the head and shoulders of stake," Bhe said simply.
O'Rourke endeavored to manufac
the helmsman. "Well?"
- 'Tls nawthln' I cud Bwear to, cor, ture a plausible and reassuring explanbut 'tis meself thot's mortal leary av atlon to the fact "Quick, Danny, or
Dravos, mistaking their rooms '
naygurs rapsplcts to ye and
Captain
It was none of them.
and"
"Come, come! Out with It, Danny." Quick was on deck; I heard his voice
simultaneously.
I
surely
"Sure, sor, 'tis the serang. Have almost
couldn't mistake that." She laughed.
ye chanced to notice blm, sor?"
O'Rourke glanced down to the fore "Nor would your man or Mr. Dravos
deck, where the personage In question, have been so stealthy, so Instant to
was standing at ease. "What of him?" escape."
"But but "
be Inquired, running bis eye over the
"My .heory, V. you will bave It, Is
fellow's superb proportions.
mine enemy of the Panjnab is
that
I'd
me
nawthln'
to,
take
"'Tls
oath
or, but I'm thlnkln' he's the man who one of the crew of the Ranee, moa
boarded the Panjnab at Suez, sor. sieur."
Mrs. Prynne made this statement as
And as for the naygur I run against
on the s'loon deck, yer honor, he's bis quietly as though she were commenting on the weather. But her belief
mortal twin."
"Ah," commented O'Rourke. "Thank chimed so exactly with his own that
you, Danny."
O'Rourke was stricken witless and at
He continued to watch the serang a loss to frame a satisfactory refutaStuck In the Wanderer's Throat
A Cry of Horror, Despair and RQ
until the latter, as if Influenced by the tion. He was silent for some moin a trice he was alive again to
a
But
lips
ments,
a thin hard line, a moments before it conveyed to him
his
fixity of the Irishman's regard, turned
own peril. In the twinkling of an
and stared directly Into O'Rourke's crinkle of anxiety between his browa. warning. Then Immediately be aban- his
"If ye'd only permitted me to attend doned his seat and stretched himself eye be saw a flash of light gliding to
eyes. For a full minute he gave him
to
eyes
him" Ije growled at length.
out upon a transom against the after wards him with resisMess Impetus,
look for look, dark
steadfast and
"You are right," she admltteu. "but bulkhead, whence he could see some- Intuitively be swung to one side, to
unyielding above bis fire aquiline
I am
desolated the
mischief's thing less of the upper gangway, but the right and leapt to his feet At
nose, then calmly turned bis back, re
For bis that the knife, a krls sinuous and
done."
suming his contemplation of the
sufficient for his purposes.
keen, ran cold upon the flesh of his
skylight
the
yes!"
beneath
sighed
dejectedly.
"Faith,
he
been
had
cbalr
bulent horizon.
chest, slit through his shirt, caught
open
for
were
gaze
of
wings
the
deck
that
roved
and fastened and the
An instant later Quick came up to His
In the thong that held the Pool of
relieve O'Rourke, and, eight bells upon the serang. "It might be any ventilation.
" 'Tls safer here," he considered Flame, and tore out, leaving a flapping
sounding, Danny dived below to take one of them," he considered aloud.
"Any one. For Instance, though
"There'll be no-- dropping one of those hole and scraping a hand's breadth
Dravos' place. O'Rourke, unpleasant
serang?"
.
by
the
long knives on me now, be premedi- of skin from his forearm. Heedless
ly impressed
the Incident, still for
ot this, only in fact subconsciously
"Why d'ye suspect htm more than tated inadvertence, I'm thinking."
bore to mention it to either of the
He gaped tremendously. The peace aware that the chamois bag had fallen
bln'i owners; he retired to think It another?" be demanded, startled.
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(TO BB CONTINUED.)

Printing In China.
If reports are to be relied on, they
bad the art ot printing In China "2,400
years ago." It was block printing,
however, though it is said that they
bad something very like movable typ
In the middle ot the tenth century.
There may be some doubt as fo the ex
act period, but there is no room for
questioning the fact that for many
centuries before it was known In Eu
rope the art was well known in China,
Pencil an Old Institution.
1560 it was custom
ary to make pencils that carted bLafe
lead.
As

far back as

1

If you arc Froving up on

hlG Kenna Record

your claim be sure ftnu read
your
Notice care
If T, COWGlli, Editor and Pub'r fully Publicationappears
in the j4
when
it
MRS. CCWGILL Local Editor.
paper, and if there are any er- ors notify this office promptly IH.
. PUBLISHED WEEKLY.
11
md they will be corrected.
Homesteaders h1 e advised that
Entered February th, 1907, 'at the Ken-a- ,
New Mexico, Post Office, as second t costs $6.00 more to moke five
Class Mail Matter.
ar proof on iO acres than it
dees to make, commutation
Subscription
1.00 Per Yea r proof, and. $12.00 moro on 320.
In Advints
he reason for t his will he ex
Known
on
Made
Application
Rites
plained by tl. e otiicer l e 1 o r e
Aertlal
whom you make proof--
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Some Social
Problems

Set
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"well, anyhow," nobby went
"after Mamie Kelly's party Susie

on,
Her-

rick she gave one. It was a swell
party, all right. Jimmy got four
plates of Ice cream. I didn't have
but two, but I had five pieces of cake
- We played games aud there was a fel
ler what could do tricks. Gee, he was
some class, all right. He could keep
four plates and two balls In the air
an awful time and not smash one
His arms was all bunchy with muscle
Billy he tried juggling when he went
home 'n' he smashed two of his moth
er's saucers. I told him he'd oughter
cut it out, but Billy's Just like that
He won't listen to you, and then he
, gets sore when something happens
and tries to make out like It was your
fault."
"What's the trotmle with Billy
lately?"
"Well, I dont like to say It about
a feller," said Bobby with fine reluct
ance, "but Billy's got the big head
ou
wee, his mother lets him do any
thlng'-anIt's spoiling him. He stays
up awful late nights n" everything,
All the toilers is talking about It
Sometimes I thing maybe I'll tell him
what Nellie Foster said."
"What was that?"
"Oh, well. It wasn't so worse, be
cajip.e Nellie Foster's awful kindheart
ed, acknowledged Bobby. "But Billy
oughter cut out a lot o' smart stunts
He gels sore so easy you can't say
word."
"People don t usually like to hear
such things."
"I ain't going to say a word," said
Bobby quickly. "Billy's all right, even
If he does get sore easy. Every girl
ast him to her party Saturday after
noons. The next one's going to be
evening party n mamma says I can
d

"Quite like real society. Who's glv
ing It this time?"
"Nobody's giving It except us fel
lers, but Nellie Foster's getting It. II'
a surprise party."
"Who's In It?"
"Well, me lor one. I got It up,
"Ana nniy ana jimmy, i suppose?
"Ycli. I didn't want Jimmy, but
Buele Herrlck did. Shu's In it, too,
because fie'g a friend of Nellie Fos
ter's. ' I had enough of Susie Herrlc
when she was In my room at school!
"Why are you giving it?"
"Well.. 7011 see. Nellie Foster felt

une,
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Luther M. Cnimlcl'.ncl, John A Roirers,
Daisy Kotrers and Emma Heave. . nil of Ken- a, N. M.
T. C. TIL.LOTSON,
, Register.
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The Kenna Bank

S. iDep't of iIggriculture.

Zl.

lillj.li

lllillii

.
peni f - .

x
g Laundry, of Amarlllo, Texas 8
Mo 13
0 Phon.

The depositors in this Dank are
secured by the laws of this Territory
to the extent of $30,000.00.
Our officers are bonded and we
carry burglary Insurance. Every
safeguard of modern Banking protects you. Come in and see us.

s.

Claimant names as witnesses:

-- NOr.TII
A

m

Notice Is hereby iriven that James K. Crcen,
Kenna, N, M., who, on November 1. 10tx
mndc homestead entry, Fcrhil N'n. ClHtt. tor
''Say, papa," began Bobby after dlrv ots 1. S. Section r, nr.d noVih i of northeast
f2 To usliip b soutl.. .Ktinire 31
ner one night, "doea a box of choco nst,Section
N. M. P. Mttrlrtlnn. tins tiled notice of
lates cost more than a scroll Baw?"
Proof, to
Intention to make KlnaTFIve-yen- r
"It depends a little on the quality establish clnin to the hind nbove described,
of the chocolates," replied his father, before W. T. Cow trill, I). S. Comtr.isrlrner. in
laying down his paper. "Were you hisolhce at Kennn. N. M on the 24lh day of
"N-no-

iTbe Barber

OF KENNA, N. Al.

I

thinking of buying some?"
;
you Bee, I haven't got any
money," said Bobby hastily. "It seems
funny the way they put prices on
things, doesn't It?"
"It certainly does," sighed his father. "Here's tnilk gone up again."
"I don't drink much lately," said
Hobby reassuringly. "And I don't
really need It on my breakfast food."
"Bless your heart!" cried his father
with remorse. "Don't think your dad
wants to limit your allowance of
milk."
"I heard a feller say prices are awful hard on the workingman," said
Hobby. "But, gee, doesn't everybody
work?"
"It looks that way," said his fathear.
"Bnt how about the scroll saw?"
"Oh, I Just said that 'cause I know
how much they cost. I don t care
about the candy, anyhow."
"Was the candy for your mother?"
said Bobby. "You see, everybody's been having, parties lately.
Even Mamie Kelly's had one, and
she's awful stingy. She's the funniest
girl I ever seen saw. There ain't any
of the fellers likes her, but she ast
,'em all to her party. The Ice cream
was the limit. Mine was most melted
and Jimmy's had salt In It. When
people are going to give parties why
don't they give 'em right?"
"I give It up

R. L. nODERSON,

Id

r
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1'or Sale or Trade.

May

FOR 1TRLICATI0N.
Serial No. OHKi.1,
Department of the Interior, U. S
Land Office at Roswell, New Mexico,

103 Business and Resident
Lots in Kenna, N. M. Also 120
teres cor-- land adioinina: the

NOTICE

May

13, 1912.

Notice Is hereby given Hint Annie L. Green.
of Kenna, N. M who on December 28. ICOC
made homestead entry, Seilal No. OltfiM,
for SH NEX, See. 12, T.vp. 6S. Ranire 3IE:
nd Lots 2 and 3. Section 7, Township 6, south.
Rnnire 32 enst, N. M. P. Merirtlnn, has Hied
notice of intention to make Final Five-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the land above
lesoribed, before W. T. Cowirill, U. S. Com- nlssioner. In his olllce at Kenna, N, M., on
the 24th day of June 11)12

Claimant names as witnesses:

M

(f Stealers in
jilnds of building Material,

Farm Implement!

gno( well t;f water,
ro nl house ard erood tank.
ino proposition for some one
who can sell the lots owner
lasn't tht) time to pee after it.
ts,-wil-

and

--

"SO

Plow S9

Will trade for anything that is
jood Stock of Jeweh-y- ,
Dry
Goods, Groceries or improved
city property.
Writo Kenna
Record and get in tduch with
owncl'i

I.uther M. Carmiohael, John A. Itoirers,
Daisy Rogers and Kinma Heavers, nil of Kenna, N. M.

T. C.
'

.

May 17

June

-

TlLOTSON,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Serial No. CEtoi.

Department of the Interior. IJ, S
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.
May

21 1912.

Is hereby given that Glen W. Ulery,
of Olive. Chaves Co. N: M.. who, on Novem
her 19. 1909, made homestead entry Serial No
07302. for southwest U Section 9. Township I
south, nance 27 east, N. M. I', Meridian, has
(lied notice of intention tom-ikCommutation
Proof, to establish claim to t he land above de
scribed, before Story M. Russell, Clerk of the
circuit court at his ofnee at Eugene, Ore. and
that the testimony of witnesses will be taken
before W. T. C'owiril). U. P. Commissioner, at
his olllce in Kenna. N, M., on the
day of

Notice

July

1912.

Claimant names as wltmsscs:
Joseph Hrawley. Horace O. Irwin, Geort'B
W. Malor.e and Earl Hewey, ullof Olive, N. M,
Arthur 10, C'urrep,

Cultivators
ffllarrow

24

June

f3KX).

.

(KWE.)

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M,
pi ll u, 1013.

9

Notice Is hereby (riven that John E. Jordan,
f Ms! on, New Mexico, who, on January 14,
I0OT, made homestead entry Serial No. (SWa
or the northeast H seetirn 80, Township 8
aoulh, Itnntre 29 enat, N. M, P. Meridian haa
notice of intention to make Final FMva- ear Proc f, in em abllsh claim to the land a- nivc described, before W.T. Cowirill, IT, S,
oiiiinlssioner, In his offlee at Kenna, N, M ,
:i the loth day of June 1012.
Had

Claimant names as witnesses:

o

--

A. Ornves, Henry I.lston, Oeorre
Sallas, Alexander IIolil s, nil of I.lston N. M.
Oeortre

ARTHUR E. QURREN,
Register.
April

31,

CREAM SEPARATERS.

Register
May

FOR ITBLIC.YTIOX.

XOTICE
SeiliilNo.

21,

Msc 9repriel0r&

Kinrfer Dad about nW fa'to a party
'n' her mother's poor. Her father's
dead. Nellie's father, 1 mean. So us
fellers we met her mother on the
street one day and we ast her when
was ftJellle's birthday, 'n' could we
give her a surprise if we brought ev
erything? So we're going to give It,
'n' it costs me 25 cents on account of

J

Faiths, all kinds of

alcanized Sroit and Fin

Repairing Vieathi and Fremptln

Sam's backing out at the last minute
and me having to pay his part."

mucins

"What about the chocolates?"
"Well," said f.obby sheepishly, "It's
her biithday, and me ana Billy were
going to chip in for chocolates to
0TI(E FPU ITHLUWTI'.IN.
gether. .It's his Idea V I don
know whether it's a good one. Ho'
(KWK.)
Serial Noa. 04141 and UA323.
coming over
to talk about it
U. S.
epnrlnicnt
Interior,
the
of
What do you think?"
Lr.
N
Off:,
M.,
:d
c
at
Sumner,
Fort
"I like the Idea."
"Well, I ain't get anything left out April l!. 191 J.
Notice la hereby iriven lh.ll Harvey W. Fry,
of Riy wevk's money, but "
"Oh, I see," said his father, putting of Kenna. N. M , wl'.r, on Atirll 15 IXC, .nude
entry, Serial No, 01113, for north H
his hand Into his pocket. "Kow, sup- homcaicnd
of northwest H, nortli
of northeast W, Seo-tlopose yarn take this and go to the door
lf, TownsMpt south, Kanve SO east, nnd
before Billy rings. I think I hear his who on :.ty
l!'0, madn ndd , homesteud
titry, Seiial o. OSM?, for sorth M of north-ens- t
whistle on the front perch."

XCork.

)cne

jjres.
NOTICE

I' liLlCATION.
(kwk.)

ou.ia
of

tho Intoiicr,

n

MoK-tian-

Klve-yea-

Wil-li.i-

Register.
31,

John H. Keller, Chailea W. Ay an. Oaorfe
T. I.lttlelleld. WIllla.T) T. I.iltleP.eld, all of
Kenna, N. M.
ARTHUR E. CUERFN.

Register.
AprilJCrMay 3t.

U.

Land orficc at Fort Sumner, N. M
Apiii jj. yy.i.
Notice ih hereby irlva.i lh.it Osia ttnllaid
widow of Henry N'. Uutberford, deceased,
Kenna, N, M who. on May )". !'", mad
homeslend entry Serisl No. 04j0C, for the v.
H of southwest !., Seoiion S3, Towmhip
M, nr.d nnrtheust !i of nortlirust '4. and south, ItHtiire so enst. and tho west H of i
northeuHt H of outlieast '.(, Section IS, Town- northwest U, Seetion 2, 'fownsliip S South
ship 3 sotiLh, Ilanue SO east, N. M V.
Huniro 20 cast, N. M. H. Meridian, haa tl'e
I' lve Venr I'rco
has tiled noliceof inlention to muke
notice of lnlontlon to
Proof, to eslnlillshcliilni to the lnnd above
to esliiblhih clui'.n to the hind nhove describe
Coinui.iaione
before W. T. OowkIH, I'. S. Com- before W. T. Cowiil!, II.
missioner, in his office at Kenna, N. M., on the in his oftlce tit ICennn, N. M.. on the llth da
11 tli diiy of June 1012.
.
of June 1012.
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ctmrles V, A vera, John A. Klmniona,
.Ilison T. fiiindy, Oeorite T. I.iilletlrld, Jt
H. Cooper, Joseph A. Cooper, all of lf .flandy, Marlon IS. T,ovelndy, till of Kenn
Kenna, N. M.
N. M.
ARTHUR E. CURREN,
ARTHUR E. CUKREN.

Old Story Is Denied.
The reappearance of llalley's coinot
has revised the old calumny that Pope
Callxtus ill. launched a bull against
the comet In his day. Historical fact
In tills csr.e chow that he ordered pub
lie praytrs that, if evils were Impend
ing, Clod vrotild tur
all upon th
TttrkR, then fighting the Christian arm
ies. No bull or s.xorel8iu la mentioned
againt t either the comet or the Turk
lu authentic documents of the period.I April
Ciill.o'.!c 'Frutb,

April

Claimant names as witnesses:

FOR

Depart meat

030S8.

10. ion.
Notice is lieraby iriven that, Nancy A.
Jasper, of Kenna. N. M,. who, on February It,
1307, made homestead entry Serial No, 0tM,
V.' for the northwest U Section 8, Townahip I,
south, Ranee SO east, N. M. P. Meridian, ha
tiled notice of intention to make Fire Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land above scribed before W.T, Cowrill, CJ. S. Ooainila- lincr, in his ofnee at k'enna, N. M ou tke
lllh day of June, tOlt.

flie Vienna Sin $hcp.
XCell "Caaiiigs,

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Kwl.)
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
NOTICE
Serial No.

2H,

NOTICE FOR 1TRLICATI0N.
(KWK.)
Serial NTo.03S17.
Department of tho Interior, V. S.
M-i
Land Office at Fort Sumner,
April

19,

.

t,
Nolle It hereby (riven that Ophelia M.
of Kenna. New Mexico, who, on 9ap.
1,
nir.io homestead entry. Serial
MS!" for the 8'Hithwesl W Saatlon S, 'foal-shi5 south, lance 31 east. N. M. P, Mrilaa,
has tiled nolice of Intention to make Final
to establish claim to tk lanf
live year
above deiorlbcrt before W. T, Oowill, U.
Comiiiltbloner, In hiaomce at Kenna, N, If.
on tho loth day of June. 191!.
Ovar-stree-

!.

p

,

.

Clr'innnt names as witnesses:

Caiu.iebael, Martin W, Oarla:-.- ,
H, MeArthur, all af
Kenna, New MxIeo.
ARTHUR E. CUR REN,
I.uiher

C'aivin

W.

c Palton, Jimrs

Register,

Register.
A

April If. May II,

pill W May nt,

i

LOCAL AND riJRSONAL.

Cirriien Axnounct.mkxt.
;t 1

Hrn

... i.

Sun-in:)-- .

"

Bee-keeper-

s'

a

li

v.t,u.',

,:i;'.-t-

SOUTHWEST'

i

r.ni--:!'--

IT PAYS TO BREED TO

fT constipation.

THREE YEAR HOMESTEADS

Supplies,
Poultry Supplies,

....

The

o

homestead bill has

ar

SWIFT'S Fertilizers.
finally passed both houses and
EOSWELLSEED CO., RosWell, gone to the president for his apN. M.
proval. The main features of
bill are that proof can be
tV
Cold drinks and home made midj and patent
obtained r.t
candy, at my store.
the end of three years after

0car

Roherson.

actu vl residene, eior 320; no cultiva-- t
it.n r. quired fiirst yeaf piVond
of tho total area, (10
year
acrts to each 100,) and the third
year I of the total area, (20
acres to each 100.) must be cultivated : 5 months absence will
bo allowed each your, but the
entryman must notify the local
lan office when l e leaves the
claim, and also when he returns;
must have a good habitable
house; may nlakd pr;6f in three
years, mtt make it i i five years;
all existing entries come under
the 3 year law. unit rp you notify
the Register an Receiver .within 120 days, by legi-t.nmail,
that you intend to make it under the o d aw.
Jit (he event
you elte! to male p:rof imc'e:-- '
esfab'ii-.hin-

ther upon

We understand that George
Northcutt has taken a position
with an iuitomohilu company at

Amarilio.

,

Mr. and Mrs W. F.- U'ery, of
Olive, were Kenn v visitors last
Monday. Mr. Ulery alno had
Borllo hininess to look after at
-

this oifk'
Owing to the fact that Oscar
was too busy in his store thus
week to set any typo for us, the
Old Man had to do the type
sticking again.

100

1

ffure,

re&h

latent

ediea.

GOOD HORSE.

.and Mr Charles Myeis of Elida.
Rev. C. C. Hill peifoimcd tin:

ceremony; It was a quiet affair
Two sisters of the bride were
present, and the families of Harry Morrison and Georgo Davis-soMr and Mrs. Myers will
make their home in Elida Eo n.

--

well Morning News.
The bride is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Smith, wh
Jive north of here, in tho Lit
valley. Mr. and Mrs. Myers came up from Eoswell on
Thursday, and went ta the
groom's farm, "northwest of
Kenna,
tie-fie- ld

- - -

Vi.VA.

I'l T.MrATIOV.
(IfVVK.)

Notice

N

Frl lVnto.

lientliy iflvn llicl

) o,
of Hush I'll. New Mexico,
in, (Vielur
21, lHi'fl, iniid!
liomi'iil cn'l enlry,
Nr.
for lh(! enst
of tlio nordiwest i.
K.
H SWH. NSVU, SK). Seriiun in, Town$lli
soiilh, llnn'O 2.) ciihi, N. M. 1". Meriilian. liu
llled nolloe of Intention to make l''ir.l Fiv-yel'roof, to esiiililish clitim to Hie lmt
(lescrilic'l, before W. T. Cownlll, U. .
Ooinmlssloner. In bin office nt Kenna. Nw
Mexico, on the 12th riiiy of Jnne. 19IS.

Sril

Claimant names as witnesses:
William Henry
T.awrenee If. Jmfi
lOdward D. Clay. Frank It. Miller, all of r.lila.
New Mexico.
ARTHUR 10. CURKE.t.

Register.
April

31.

W. T.

Cowgill,

1

1

d

NEW GROCERY STORE.
have on!y a small stock at present, but
M it Is new, fresh and clean, and will sell as
cheapens you can buy th? same goods any
M where In Niv i'lexfco. Corns and fee.

'

!

NOTARY PUBLIC

1

For

IIi-nt-

.

The Locker house

ind fa m, joining town.
See this ohice.
i

North of Livery Barn.
11.

51

EEJrJ

3,

The STCVZl-lJ !o. J 33
'Du'ile "Dr.rrct llcwnicrlcss

M

ifAo'scrJ

ii

lirvmji-j- i

vtcro

oilier runs aro vcaki.U. Tlio barrels nnd liifs are
in
one piece of hij;h pressure steel,
choke bored for nitro powder
'"',-- : ',
with matted rib.
Pick up this pun and feel thc balance
of it examine the working parta
elosclyand scelhe line care, mid (rtiih
of detail you will say it's a winner.
'it lists nt only $20.00 and .vill be.
expressed prepaid direct from the
factory i it cctur ymi cannot trmre
it through a dealer.
drop-forg-

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
Book on patents. "Hints to inventors." "Inventions needed."
"Why some inventors, fail." Send rough sketch or model for

expi-ratio- n

Last night at the residence of
Harry Morrison occuned the
marriage of Mi?s Zella Smith

3WW4Jj

April l!. I'.HJ.

and inoiiey due if parted with or removed from Co.

i

Roi-.w-

Articles.

tm

'Seit

Dopartfiipnt of the Inton'or. 1. S.
Land 0! f! e &t Foi t Eumnrr, M. M.,

marestandsgoodfOrserviceofhousw

.

Tuesday Frank Schramm and
wife leturned to Roswell and
Frank resumed work at tb Ice
Company's office. The
Morning News prints the following item of the return of ' the
iiewiyvved:
"When Frank Schramm, an
employee of the Roswell Gas
& Electric Light company, arrived from Los Angelos yesterday with his blushing bride, he
was met by the crowd of men
from the gas plant, placed in an
ice cart, made to ait on a chunk
of ice and hauled through the
fostreets, with the
llowing with tin pans and other
Poor Kithlie!
hideous noises."

Rubber

JiOTH'E FOlt

--

from Gage, Oklahoma, where
he ha3 been at work mot of tin
spring. He is going to get busy
and plant some crops.

A "Chemicals.

Serial No.

is m iking tlio S
N. M., ut
Stan l at Keu-iithe' Very Low Price of $8 00 Insurance.
Ha .s in charge of J. A. KIMMONS. Call and
sea the h.vso
you breed your mares.
"KlJil )" is a h vvi'.ifu! s tvl, 5 ye irs old, 10J
hands biglj.an l will Weigh about 1100 pounds. Is
across between the two well known breeds

frtf. ti

itd

SXedteiM 4 iStcck

Vienna,

1

F. Keill came in yesterday

Strugs

tftatkneri.

iToilet

thiuh in:ikes a very desirable All Purpose Horse.

y

O.

ifurgcen,

..,

AI

kinds

The W.L L. Parker Stallion, "'KURO," well
known in this section of the country, and the
FINEST HORSE EVER KEPT HERE,

(

'

6.

S?1

'STHSL DUST" and "ENGLISH DRAFT,"

G

Will Wright, of Ronz, was in
Kenna Tuesday, lie ha hfen
working ou the section and had be Id law y U Wo:i'd lili'ioub'-edl- y
to come up here to draw h:s
he n i nl hy all the )i'.;v s
pay( and ho uleo had some i !'s of il.a' iw, and .he it i
homestead matters to look up. !'er. t 'fore ill id . Wc t!iink it
ils i implies that
5 yeait-a:'-.- '
t iiiune-diatelalready
yen
mu:
up
Oefcar Rbberson is enjoying a
ni a' e your jn cf, oi
pretty nice trade vyiih iiS groervo
slK'h
notif'', and that if
cery and cold drink comhina-t:on- .
you
made
an
iddititmal ell'r
People must eat, and (be
ban
lets
thice
you
iaro
hot days we have been having
f
should
make
now
the
proi
o:i
also mike them' drink.
original en iy. and at the
-

A

S'kifsitliiit

,

q
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Mavo Mora Friends than any other
magazine or patterns. J.lcCall's is. the

i

ono million one hundred thousand
homes. Besides showing all the latest
designs of JlcCall Patterns, each issue
is brimful of sparkling short stories
and helpful information for women.
Save Mone7 and Keep In Style hy subscribing
Al.igaxnie at once. Costs only 50
cents a year, including auy one oi lue ceicDratea
McCall Patterns tree.
McCall P.ttoms Lead all others in style, fit,
siinplicilv, ec.nomy and number sold.
More
dealers sell McCall Patterns than any other two
nukes coinhined. None bieher thau 15 cents. Buy

i'ior McLjil's

from yuur dealer, or by mail from

McCALL'S MAGAZINE
236-24- 6
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The President has
Signed the

3year
Act,

Homestead
and It Has become
a Lav of the Land

WIFE'S HEALTH
RESTORED
Husband Declared Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Would Restore Her Health,
And It Did.
' Four years ago 1
Ashland, Ky.
teemed to have everything the matter
with me. I had female and kidney trouble and was so bad off
I could hardly rest
day or night. I doctored with all the
best doctors in town
and took many kinds
of medicine but nothing did any good un
til I tried your won
derful remedy, Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound. My husband said it
would restore my health and it has,"
Mrs. May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
There are probably hundreds of thousands of women in the United States
who have been benefitted by this famous
old remedy, which was produced from
roots and herbs over thirty year3 ago by
a woman to relieve woman's suffering.

PLAIN
HAVE

Being a Baseball Star.

star's job is a hard one. The
mental strain Is even greater than the
A

physical. For what he undergoes the
fabulous salaries are not fabulous.
Before going into details let us define a star the ball player's definition:
"A star Is any player who, through
Individual excellence, achieves a reputation for brilliant work, thus attracting fans to the park to see him play."
He Is a star only so long as his performances stand out. He Is paid the
salary of a star as long as his reputation brings fans to the stands and
money to the box office. The day that
sees the waning of his sensationalism
also sees the waning of his salary.
Edward Lyell Fox in Outing.
Proof of Precaution.
Mr. Lansbury's
concern,

as expressed in the house, over the military drilling going on In the north of
Ireland reminds one of a story of how
Ireland was occasionally taught to
shoot In the past. The war office once
sent a famous officer over to inspect
the militia regiments, and the officer,
after inspecting, asked for' a few
words with the drill sergeant.
"These men of yours," he said,
"could not hit a. target as big as the
Tower of London. You can't have taken much pains to teach them."
"Tach thim to shoot," gasped the
sergeant. "Of course I did' not tache
thlm to shoot, yer honor; for, bedad,
if I did there wouldn't be a landlord
left in Munster." London Chronicle.
DIFFERENT NOW.
Since the Slugger, Coffee, Was
doned.

Aban-

Coffee probably causes more bilious-

ness and
malaria than any
one other thing even bad climate.
(Tea is just as harmful as coffee because It contains caffeine, the drug in
coffee).
A Ft. Worth man says:
"I have always been of a bilious temperament, subject to malaria and up
to one year ago a perfect slave to coffee. At times I would be covered with
boils and full of malarial poison, was
very nervous and had swimming in
the head.
"I don't know how it happened, but
I finally became convinced that my
sickness was due to the use of coffeo,
and a little less than a year ago I
stopped coffee and began drinking
Postum.
"From that ttm I have not had a
boll, not had malaria at all, bavo
gained 15 pounds good solid weight
and know beyond all doubt this is due
to the use of Postum In place of coffee, as I have taken no medicine at
all.
"Postum has certainly made healthy,
red blood for me in place of the blood
that coffee drinking impoverished and
made unhealthy." Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Postum makes red blood.
"There's a reason," and it Is explained in the little book, "The Road
to Wellvilie," in pkgs.
Errr read the nbov Irttrrt A new
ea appears from lime to time. They
re (ruuloti true, and full of kumu
d

Utereat.

POPULAR

CAUGHT
THE GENERAL
FANCY AMAZINGLY.

With Slight Trimmings They Show at
Their Best In Mourning Millinery,
Whero Small Decorations of
Crepe Are Effective.
Plain hats, simply trimmed, with a
single "stick-up- "
of flowers, ribbon or
feathers, caught the popular fancy
with amazing strength and rapidity.
They became so popular, In fact, that
their days with fashionables are num- -

Read What Another Woman says:
Camden, N. J. "I had female trou-

ble and a serious displacement and was
tired and discouraged and unabletodo my
work. My doctors told me I never could
be cured without an operation, but
thanks to Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound I am cuned of that affliction
and have recommended it to more than
one of my friends with the best results. "
Mrs. Ella Johnston, 324 Vine St.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Finkham Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict confidence.

HATS

--

'

''- -

IS?

V

nlty to copy all sorts of millinery
trimmings, as wings, bows, cabochons
and other ornaments, making them up
of crepe folds or cords or plaitings.
The exact and beautiful workmanship
and the ingenious designs have resulted In the most elegant and attractive
crepe hats ever shown.
The mourning hat made of silk
grenadine and other special weaves of
silk are covered quite smoothly and
decorated with bands of crepe shaped
to fit about the crown. These are also
finished with a trimming made of
crepe, as shown In Fig. 1. Crepe la
one of the few fabrics which Is
equally good In the body of a hat and
In its decoration.
It Is more used In
the composition of mourning gowns
and wraps than ever before. Here It
Is applied In shaped borders, panels
Very rarely
nnd applique designs.
whole gowns are made of It, but there
are numbers of beautiful blouses mads
all of crepe, cr of crepe combined
with tther fabrics.
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SILVER AND VELVET

Harmless Bleaches May Be
Recommended to Produce the
Perfect Complexion.

Many
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Demand the Genuine as made by

THE COCA - COLA CO., Atlanta, oa.

Our new booklet, telling of Coca-Col- a
vindication at Chattanooga, for the
asking.

Marriage is about the only thing
that will cure some girls of giggling

H

Why Rent a Farm

For costlveness and sluggish liver try and be compelled to pay to your landlord moat
Own rour awn
nr Secure profits?
the unrivaled herb remedy, Garfield Tea. oi your farm.
a Free Homestead in

w

Saskatchewan or
Albarta, or purchaaa
land In ona of th.aa
districts and bank a
ar
$roftl of $10.00
aera
vary yaar.
Land purchasad S
years a to at 10.00 an
acra haa rae.ntlr
handa at
ehansad
25.0S an aera.
Tha
crop,
on thaaa
(rown
nmu
uri in
warrant tha
landi
advanca. You can
Manitoba,

Repartee Off the Stage.
dressing
In the big Weber-Field- s
room Joe Weber and George Beban
sat tense over a game of checkers.
"I'm working him up to his part," mur
mured Mr. Weber, in a kind voice.
"He must go on the stage in a tantrum in a few minutes. Every night
I beat him a game of checkers in here
before his entrance. It has just the
right- effect on him." "Every night
you don't beat me!" cried his opponent. "I owe you ?1.90 in 12 weeks. Is
that much?" "Not so much, but I'd
be glad to get it," suggested the sweet- voiced Weber.

Become illch

Mfc

by cattle raUlne.dalrylnf ,mltd
farming' and train srrowinsr in
the provlacaa of HaaiHob
Saskatchewan mmd Albarta.
Fraa hoaiaalaad mu4 pre
emptlon areae.aaweU as land
held by railway and land com
will proviaa koeaee
IS mnlee,
ftt
or miliums.
Adaptable aotl, faealtbfal
cllanate, aplawdld school
railways
and churches. dood doaorlpilYe
For settlor' rataa.
how
literature "I Ait Beat We it, ,f parto reach the country and other
ticular., write to nup'tof lnomi'

Joke on the Doctor.
The physicians in Mankato had
agreed that during their Chautauqua
assembly they would employ a call
boy, and each was to pay his share
ration, Ottawa, Canada, or to the
Canadian UuTernmaal Aeat
of the expense. This boy was to call
W. H. ROGERS
any doctor who was wanted, without
12S W. Ninth 8L. KantM City. M.
disturbing the speaker, as it was emPlease write to the agent naaratt yea
barrassing to him and looked as if
they were doing it to advertise without expense. So it all went well until
d
the afternoon when Strickland W.
spoke. As he was talking away
a certain doctor had a call from the
M. D
J. L. VICKER3,
flaaura and all raetat
CC!' flatula,
platform, and he walked out rather
1
dlaeasea without knlfa, ordatan- -11
ostentatiously.
Some of the people
tlon from bunlqeaa. Writ, tor 10who knew of the arrangement laughed page booklet, in ft, TOfEXl ML MOM 1IM KUKET
or snickered, and the speaker got it.
.
He said: "Don't laugh, folks. That is 13
We carry ci
the largoat lino of band Inairumema
new aod second band In tha southwest. We
the way my brother got his start." both
mour. Write 1aT OBf
riiannlM til . u . A won baring-Get oar prices on
catalog and Hsu before
And everybody roared.
: Violin.. Hnlton distributors
Mention thfs Paper.
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A Dear Bargain.
At sale time, lengths of material
can be picked up very cheaply, but
care should be taken that the piece
is sufficiently long to be of use, for
when it has to be matched it may be
found that nothing quite the fame
tone can be procured, and the bargain
is really dew as It cannot be utilized

1

call for
something purely delicious
and deliciously pure and

One doesn't have to be uncomfortable in these enlightened days of the
brassieres . which support the bust,
keeps the figure looking trim above
the belt, while below that may be
worn hip restrainers, meaning stays,
which have only a few flexible whalebones which you'll scarcely know are
present.
If you don't care to buy
renrlv-mnrlA
that IS all IaC9
insertion and satin ribbons, you may
make one for yourself by using as a
pattern the utper half of a tight-fittinunderwais. or corset cover, the
earment which is the
ugliest thing imaginable, but which
still is lurking in the wararoDe or
woman.
nearly every middle-age- d
of fine lawn,
Make the brassiere
French dimitv or batiste, fasten it
over the shoulders with bands of hand- emhrnldered lingerie material and
edge it all round with lace, but don't
run ribbons through beading Decause
that Bort of frlvolitv has Kone out of
date and whatever happens, you don't
want to be behind the times, use satin flowers Instead.
Put a fine row of
tiny rosebuds across one shoulder or
s
over
bered. Those who are always looking a little cluster of
for "something different" must, of the band where the fronts close and
necessity, insist upon something more your brassiere will look so fascinating .hat you'll enjoy putting It on.
elaborate.
ThlB fashion shone at its best In
Bummer Scarfi.
mourning millinery where graceful,
For the summer house there are
beautifully made hats of crepe depend
upon small decorations, also made of now being shown quantities of bureau
crepe, to complete them. Almost all scarfs and pillow shams. Among the
the best models in mourning hats em- dainty fittings of this sort suitable
are bureau
ploy nothing but crepe in their trim- for a simple bedroom
ef scarfs of plaid muslin edged with
ming. The popularity of stlck-ufects gave the millinery an opportu- - plain ruffles slightly embroidered.

Very yellow necks and faces can be
whitened only by the use of a decidfluff
ed bleach that will gradually
away the old skin and just as gradually disclose a fresh, new; white one.
Such preparations cannot be made
very well at home. It Is a dangerous
procedure when attempted by experienced hands, and is bes. done by a
professional.
The frequtrt applications of lemon Juice at night after a
r
will do wonders
bath In
with moderately yellow skins.
Sometimes poor soap causes the
hands to be red. It really seems as if
the hands tire of one kind of soap,
Immediand rebel against its use.
ately after bathing the hands spread
thickly with cosmetic jelly or lotion.
"When
retiring for the night, after
using the lotion, sprinkle thickly with
talcum. Don't wear tight collars or
tight corsets they will always make
the hands red, and the tight collars
will almosf ruin the skin of the neck.
When bathing use only tepid water,
never hot nor cold, which Invariably
stimulates the blood vesesls.

Coca-Col- a

satisfies to a

Effect.

THE YELLOW SKIN

I

BLESSING

Keeps the Figure Looking Trim Above
"
the Waist, a Highly Desirable

BANISHING

There never was a
l QC71 thirst
that
couldn't satisfy.
Wr 1
It goes, straight as an
f J I row,
to the dry spot.
'

y
This model Is of sliver with odd i'
r
of liberty or velvet of a
darker shade, which Is finished at thi
bottom with a large motif of heavr
silk embroidery. The sleeves are finished with cuffs made to correspond.
The chemisette and undersleevei
are of tucked white tulle or muslin
finished with little ruffles-othe same
The girdle Is of the liberty.
vers-colla-

' Children's III Temper.
.,
Among the various causes for crossness of children are some very common ones, such as hunger or thirst.
Improper sleep, overeating, uncomfortable clothing, and the pernicious feed
ing of

sweet.

Easy to Lick Russia.
A couple of little newsies stood In
front of the Voungstown (O.) Telegram bulletin recently reading the
printed lines.and making comments on
the press reports.
"Gee, it says here 'at there's liable
to be some o' troubles 'ith Russia on
account ob de treaty," said one.
"What's de difference?" said the
other. "Dis country don't need to
worry."
"Oh, I don't know," said the first
speaker, "it might bring on a war."
."Huh!" sniffed the second boy. "Uncle Sam could lick RusBla wid de Salvation Army."

aula at. , mania, aaa

RURAL HOME LIGHTING

No home too email, or town too large to light
with Acetylene,
free Estimate ol
coat by dropping- na a card. TMWIelilts scetylm
aaufscturisf go.,

1119-2- 1
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suit ft M,
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THE OTTO WEISS CHICK FEED
Balanced Ration for Baby Chicks
it ia cheap because it aarea all tha little onea.
THE On
WEISS UFAtFt STOCK FOOB COMrAIT.WIciKs,
tat.

A Complete

BASE BALL UNIFORMS
AND SUPPLIES.
Wholesale and retail.
Statioaerr Co., 122

Bend for catalogue.
Tka Colduaith Beak sad
Ave, WkkiU, Kaa.

L DoagUi

AMERICAN STATE

BAHSC

ESS

Resources 1,500,000. A guaranEconomy In Atchison.
An Atchison man is so economical teed bank under the Kansas Law.
he won't go to a ball game unless he Solicits the accounts of banks and
individuals throughout tha south,
gets a pass to a
west. J. N. Richardson, Cashiei
Atchison Globe.
double-heade-

lira. Wtnalow'a Soothing-- Syrup for Children
teatblna;, aoftene the
redncea Inflammation, allays pain, cures wind cotfe, 5c a botua.

Savo Your Alfalfa

Women commiserate the brave, men
The dominion of pity
has usually this extent, no wider.
W. S. Landor.

the beautiful.

Discriminating persons should know
Garfield Tea Is a uniquely efficient
remedy for liver troubles and costiventsss.

that

Those who seem to escape from
discipline are not to be envied; they
have farther to go. A. C. Benson.
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Physicians Recommend Castoria

AGREED
PROVE

TO

AGREED

TIME.

JTHtt ONLY

ARROW TO PLEAD

GAST0BIA has mot with pronounced favor on the part of physicians,

societies and medical authorities. It i3 used by physicians with
results most gratifying. The extended use of Castoria is unquestionably tho
result of three facts: First The indisputable evidence that it is harmless:

McNAMARA

TO ADMIT CRIME
ALLEGED

BRIBERY.

That it not only allays stomach pains and quiets the nerves, but assimilates the food: ww It is an agreeable and perfect substitute for Castor Oil.
It is absolutely safe. It does not contain any Opium, Morphine, or other narcotio
and does not stupefy. It i3 unlike Soothing Syrups, Bateman'3 Drops, Godfrey's
Cordial, etc This is a good deal for a Medical Journal to say. Our duty, however, is to expose danger and record tho means of advancing health. The day
Second

SPECIAL SESSION GW1ND JURY

It Called at
Expedition"

Lo
Angeles "Fishing
Prosecution-Frankl- in's
by

Cross Examination
Continued.
Los Angeles, Cal., June 4. That
Clarence S. Darrow, ths former
lawyer, now on trial accused
of having bribed jurors in that case,
will Imse his defense on the assertion
that the agreement for the McNamara
brothers to plead guilty had been made
before the conclusion of the alleged negotiations for the bribery of Juror
George N. Lockwood, was indicated today. A special session of the county
grand Jury for the purpose of a further investigation of the alleged corruption of Jurors by the McNamara defense, was the only other important development yesterday in the trial of
Darrow.
The grand jury session was designated by a member of the prosecution
as a "fishing expedition" which might
result in the return of several Indictments against persons heretofore not
csarged with complicity In the alleged
unlawful operations of the McNamara
defense.
In continuing his cross examination
of Bert H. Franklin, former chief detective for the McNamara defense,
Chief Counsel Rogers asked Franklin
-- concerning
his meeting with Mr. Darrow and Lincoln Steffens in a local hotel, account of which was given on direct examination. It was at this time,
said the witness la direct examination,
that Darrow showed him the list of
names comprising the ninth special
venire of McNamara talesmen, Including the names of Lockwood and Kru-ger.

Mr. Rogers said at the conclusion of
the session that Lincoln Steffens and
others would testify that the arrange-

ments for the pleas of the McNamara
brothers had been concluded before the
evening of November 25, 1911, the time
of the meeting testified to by Franklin.

Grace Do you remember, Jack, the
night you proposed to me I hung my
head and said nothing?
Jack Do I remember it? Well, I
should rather say I did. It was the
last time I saw you act so.

for poisoning innocent children through greed or ignorance ought to end. To
our knowledge, Castoria i3 a remedy which produces composure and health, by
regulating the system not by stupefying it and our readers are entitled to
'
the information. Hall 's Journal of Healtiu
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THE SAFE LAXATIVE
FOR ELDERLY PEOPLE
Most elderly people are more or
less troubled with a chronic, persistent constipation, due largely to
lack of sufficient exercise. They experience difficulty in digesting even
light food, with a consequent belching
of stomach gases, drowsiness after
eating, headache and & feeling of lassitude and general discomfort.
Doctors advise against cathartics and
violent purgatives of every kind, recommending a mild, gentle laxative
tonic, like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin,
to effect relief without disturbing the
entire system.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is the
nerfect laxative, easy in action, certain In effect and, withal, pleasant to
the taste. It possesses tonic properties that strengthen the stomach, liver
and bowels and is a remedy that has
been for years the great standby in
thousands of families, and should he
in every family medicine chest It Is
equally as valuable for children as for
older people.
Druggists everywhere sell Dr. Caldwell's Svrup Pepsin in 50c and $1.00
bottles. If you have never tried It
send your name and address to Dr. W,
B. Caldwell, 201 Washington St., Mon- ticello, 111., and he will be very glad to
end a sample bottle for trial
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Fletcher,

Dr. B. Halstead Scott, of Chicago, Ilia., says: "I have prescribed your
Castoria often for Infants during my practice, and find it very satisfactory."
Dr. William Belmont, of Cleveland, Ohio, says: "Tour Castoria stands
first in its class. In my thirty years of practice I can say I never have
found anything that bo filled the place."
Dr. J. II. Taft, of Brooklyn, N. Y., Bays: "I have used your Castoria and
found it an excellent remedy In my household and private practice for
many years. The formula is excellent,"
Dr. It. J. Hamlen, of Detroit, Mich,, eays: "I prescribe your Castoria
extensively, as I have never found anything to equal it for children's
troubles. I am awaro that there are Imitations in the field,, but I always
6oe that my patients get Fletcher's."
Dr. "Win J McCrann, of Omaha, Neb., eays: "As the father of thirteen
children I certainly know something about your great medicine, and aslds
from my own family experience I have in my years of practice found Cas
torla a popular and (fflcient remedy In almost every home."
Dr. J. It. Clausen, of Philadelphia, Ta., says: "The name that your Castoria has made for itself in tho tens of thousands of homes blessed by tho
presence of chlljren, scarcely needs to be supplemented by the endorse-men- t
of the medical profession, but I, for one, most heartily endorse It and
believe It an excellent remedy."
Dr. R. M. V.Tard, of Kansas City, Mo., says: "Physicians generally do not
prescribe proprietary preparations, but in the case of Castoria my expert-- .
ence, lll;e that of many ether physicians, has taught me' to make an exception. I prescribe your Castoria In my practice because I have found it
to he a thoroughly reliable remedy for children's complaints. Any physician who has raised a family, as I have, will Join me la heartiest recommendation of Castoria."
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To Explore Greenland.
NEW-YOKexpeditions
Two
are announced for
CUBAN'S PROTECTION
Greenland the coming summer. A
1
Application for 5,000 Rifles of Insul- Swiss wUl try to cross the country
sixty'
west
under
from
to
east
the
ar Government Granted by State
seventh parallel, and a party of Danes,
Department at Washington. '
emulous of the Swiss, will make an
Washington, June 4. The state de- attempt to cross the Island at its
partment today authorized the war de- greatest width, ten degrees farther
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
InVMS 0HTU
TT MuaV
TBT. NBW Tea WTT.
partment to honor the application of north.
the Cuban government for 5,000 rifles
and 1,000,000 rounds of ammunition, CUTICURA OINTMENT HEALED
His Pose.
which are to be used to arm the volunr
Mrs. Hewllgus, what is your husBAD SORE ON LIMB
teers and the guards organized by
band's attitude on tlw woman suffrage
plantation owners to protect their
question?"
property against the insurrectos.
it
"Some time ago I was coming up
"One foot in the air, of course. He's
President Gomez wanted the latest some steps when
the board crushed one of the chronic kickers."
type of Springfield rifles, similar to
under me like an egg shell, and my
the 10,000 already supplied to the right limb-we- nt
through to the knee,
When Your Eyes Need Care
Cuban army. When it was found that and scraped he flesh off
the bone
Murine Eye Remedy. No Smarting ) eels
such arms could not be sold without just Inside and below the knee. I Try
Kine Acta yuiekly. Try it for Red, Wiak,
express authority from congress, and neglected
Eyes and Granulated Eyelids.
Watery
it for a day or two, then it
Mui'lnn is
Book In earn Puck use.
as it would take some time to secure began to hurt
"
by our Ck'uliBttj
not a "Puient
pretty
badly.
me
I put compounded
tout used In Bui'reHgful I'hralclunH' triie-tlc- e
the necessary legislation, the Cuban balsam fir on to draw out the poison,
for many yours. Now dedicated to tho inb-llut.
60c
par
2ho
government decided to accept
J)ruuilsts
Bottle.
by
and
Bold
and
but when I had used it a week, It hurt Murine
Kya tfalre In Aseptlu Tubes, 26o and bio.
rlfels instead. These are so badly that I changed to
oint- Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago
practically new. weapons, having been ment. That made
it smart and burn
supplied with new barrels and put In so badly that I couldn't
Lots of It.
distemper
use it any
for
thorough order when they were withCATARRHAL FEVER
"They say a man's wife often makes
more, and that was the fourth week
drawn from the regular army and set after I was hurt.
AND ALL NOSE
him, but Blngle's wife will never be
AND THROAT DISEASES
apart to form a reserve Bupply of
I began to use Cutlcura Oint- be able to put any push in that man."
"Then
about 200,000 stand to equip a volunCures the skin and acts as a preventive for others. liquid frlven on
"Just you wait until she gets a
ment
for
sore.
hurting
stopped
the
It
the tongue, bate for lrood mares and all otbera. iivnt kidney remedy ;&U
teer army in case of need. The immediately and began healing right
r
in his hands."
eentH and $1.00 a liottle; JftJKJund tlO OO the dozen, bold by all riruefriiita
weapons will be sold to the Cuban away.
and horse goods houses, or svut express paid, by the manufacturers.
sore beIt was a
government at about $5 apiece plus ex- fore Cutlcura
A Quarter Century
Ointment
healed
it,
and
Cb.emi.ts,
MEDICAL CO.,
SPOKN
GOSHEN, INDIANA
press charges.
Before the public. Over Five Million Free
I suffered so I couldn't sleep from two
Late advices from the American days after I fell until I began using Samples given awny each year. The constant ana increasing Bales from samples
consul at Santiago are that the situa- Cutlcura Ointment
proves the genuine merit of Allen's Foot.
tion at Elcomre is quiet. The gunboat
the antiseptic powder to be shaken
"Cutlcura Soap Is the best soap I Kase,
W. L. Douglas makes and sells mora
into the shoes for Tired, Aching, Swollen
Paducah is still lying off EI Playa. ever saw. I have used
of
all
kinds
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00 shoes than
feet. Sample free. Address, Alleu
It is reported that a good deal of un- soap for washing my face, and always Tender
S. Olmsted, Le Koy, N. Y.
any other manufacturer in the world
rest' prevails around Santiago.
my
it would Iave
face smarting. I
$2.50 3.C0 $3.50 $4.00
had to keep a lotion to stop the smart,
Hibernian.
No Root For the Colonel,
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND BOYS
a
stepless
no
car?
What
I
Knlcker
is
soap
expensive
how
matter
a
Oyster Bay, N. Y., June 4. Upon the
WX.DoiiRlfts $3.00 & $3.50 shoes aro worn by millions
step
right
in
find
A
Bocker
I
In
used.
the
Soap
at
last
Cutlcura
selection of temporary chairman of the
of men, because tfcay aro the best in the world for the price
Republican national convention may a soap that will clean my face and
W.I Douglas $ i.OO, $4.50 & $5.00 shoes equal Custom
iivncli Work costing $0.0O to $8.00
hang the political fortunes of former leave noanysmarting, and I do not have
to use
lotion or anything else to
Why does W. L. Douglas make and sell more $3.00, $3.50
The woman who cares for a clean,
President Roosevelt. He decided to- ease it. I believe
'Cutlcura Soap is the wholesome mouth, and sweet breath,
and $4.00 shoes than any other manufacturer in the world ?
night to oppose with all his strength
BECAUSE the stamps his name and price on the bottom and
soap made." (Signed) Mrs. M. will find Paxtine Antiseptio a joy forthe seating of Senator Root, and is- best
ever. At druggists, 25c a box or Bent
guarantees the value, which protects the wearer against high
805 Lafayette St., WichE.
Falrchlld,
supporters
receipt
to stand ita, Kan., May 8, 1911. Although postpaid on
of price by The
sued a call to his
prices and inferior shoes of other makes. BECAUSE I they A
y
v
by him. Colonel Roosevelt declares that
Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.
are the most economical and satisfactory ; you can save money f VI
Soap
Cutlcura
Ointment
sold
are
and
bv wearing: W. L. Douglas shoes. BECAUSE: they have no ht'i 1
aft'
Mr. Root has "ranged himself against
by druggists and dealers everywhere,
equal f or.ty le, fit and wear. DON'T TAKE A SUBSTITUTE FOR W.LDOUG LAS SHOES.
A woman Is proud of the virtues
the men who stand for progressive a sample of each, with
book, that she practices because she has to
If your dealer cannot supply W, L. Douglas shou write W. L. Houelas Broclcton, Mass., for catalog
Republican
within
the
principles
Shoes scut everywhere delivery charges prettaid
faxi Color Kvleit VmeiL
will be mailed free on application to
"Cutlcura," Dept L, Boston.
"
Oulcklr
nlleves
i
THOMPSON'S,
Garfield Tea helps humanity the world
' Senator Lorimer to Hear Speeceha.
over.
HAIR BALSAM
Taken for liver and kidney
ftiiTC'tfSr46
WATER
CImdm and bwaufle the heJaJ
The most powerful remedy against troubles, bllliousness and constipation. JOUN 1. lUOJIl'SO.X BCI.Ns to, 'fro j. N. Y
'
PrnmuUi
mruriant artnwth
Washington, June 4. Worn and
j Newer
sudden starts of impatience is a sweet
Tlm to Beator Gran
weak, Senator Lorirner of Illinois,' the and amiable silence.
lying
riding
to
and
is
but
Patience
de
SPrtJVMiU
hm.iT
Francis
faihuy.
St
W. N. U., WICHITA, NO.
central figure in the greatest election Bales.
ti cx at ryrfa
out the gale. Beecher.
M
contest fought out in congress for
many years, resumed his seat in the
senate today. Tomorrow Senator Kern
of Indiana, leading for the lnvesttga-Incommittee minority which declared
that his election was brought about by
bribery, will begin a series of speeches
on the case, and the Senator, thougn
Urug C
Mtmphl., Ttnn. met 1.00
ill, win t present,
tr. Wtsk, n "RNOVIMS." kVUU by Vo Vlttt-MnstlU
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HAPPENINGS
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Minor Occurrences of More Than

GERMAN

nary Interest.
Western Newspaper Union News flervlc.

NEW MEXICO
Western Newspaper Union News 8ervlc.

Santa ft Goes into River.
Albuquerque. Engineer Burke and
his Hreinan, in a northbound Santa F6
freight train, were seriously hurt when
the train struck a washout half a
mile north of Selden station. The locomotive and six cars piled up in the
Rio Grande.
Adams' Lost Mine Discovered.
Cold Springs. A Navajo Indian who
is well known in McKiuley and Valencia counties, came through Cold
Springs recently with specimens of
seemingly rich gold ore, which he
claims came from the eld diggings
known as "Adams' Lost Mine," about
four days' ride from here.

Governor Signs Five Bills.
has
Fe Gov. McDonald
signed the five following bills: An act
for protection of the bee Industry; authorizing District Courts to adjudicate
townsite disputes; authorizing school
districts to borrow money for school
equipment and buildings; fixing the
time for holding court in the Fifth
Judicial district, and giving employed
two hours in which to vote.

Santa

A new fence is being built around
the court house at Albuquerque.
The Loyal Order of Moose is Silver
City's latest fraternal organization.
The Portalcs alfalfa crop is now
ready to cut and it will be a bumper.
Sheep men in the Cabezon section
report the lamb crop large despite the
cold spring.
Reports are to the effect that the
recent cold failed to materially injure
the fruit crop.
The House passed the bill authorizing the employment of convict labor
In road building.
Water at Elephant Butte is the
highest for many years and serious
damage is feared.
The new bridge over the Rio Puerco
at Cabezon has been finished and is
now open for traffic
An effort in the Senate to get the
fight bill out of committee
failed by a vote of 17 to 7.
At the Herndon well, near Willard,
water is flowing from the pump at the
rate of 900 gallons per minute.
Paul Kruger, one of the pioneers of
Eddy county, died at his home west of
Lakewood from blood poisoning.
At the Shiprock agency, Navajo
reservation, Joaquin Chit Sonee, a well
known Navajo chieftain, shot himself
fatally.
Jack Johnson began training for his
fight with Jim Flynn at Las Vegas on
July 4, by taking long runs into the
surrounding country.
Senator Catron has introduced a bill
in the United States Senate to appro
priate $10,000 to dig a public well at
Montoya, Guadalupe county.
The Thomas department store, the
largest in Las Vegas, was destroyed
by fire. Loss on the building and
stock, $G8,000; insurance, $55,000.
J. A. Johnson, a brakeman in the
employ of the Chlno Copper Company
at Santa Rita, was run over and killed
by an ore train on which he was workanti-priz-
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AVIATOR

DEAD

Who Invented and Perfected
Flying Machines Passes Peacefully Away.

Dayton, Ohio. Wilbur Wright, aged
years, the man, .who, with his
brother, Orville, invented and perfected the first successful heavier-than-al- r
acMinneapolis,
flying machine, succumbed to
Minn. Charges
cusations, denials and hymns delayed typhoid fever here, after a battle for
the transaction of the' business of the life that lasted for weeks.
Mr. Wright was seized with typhoid
Methodist Episcopal conference and
defeated any attempt of Bishop Robert May 4, while on a business trip in the
Mclntyre, St. Paul, presiding and the East. He took to his bed almost imentire college of bishops to preserve mediately and it was several days beorder. Although in the heat of discus- fore his case was definitely diagnosed
sion a motion to strike out all refer- as typhoid.
ence to the disturbance in the records
He grew worse rapidly and his conwas drowned with cries of "no, no," dition became critical within a short
the conference later took such action. time after he had been attacked by
The question of whether the words the malady.
dust to dust" should be left in the
burial service was being discussed. EXCITED OVER DIAMOND FIND
The minority favored its retention. A
motion to lay the entire matter on the
table carrying with it those sections Alleged Discovery In Canada Causes
Expedition to start After
already adopted was made. Instantly
Riches.
the house was in an uproar. Many
to
attempted
gain the attention of the
Ottawa. Dispatches from Uhgava,
chair and in attempts to prevent any
one gaining recognition, others began the district north of Old Quebec, andethe singing of hymns. For 15 minutes nounce the discovery of diamond
may
prove
posits,
which
extensive
the singing and shouting contiuued.
"Mr. President, as a question of enough for commercial exploitation.
high privilege, I want to protest A prospecting expedition from Ottawa
and Montreal is now on its way north
against the term of
to
make a complete survey. The prosapplied to me by Dr. Buckley," said
pectors are accompanied by four InDr. C. Herbert Richardson of Baltimore. The rest of his speech was dian guides and are carrying four
tons of supplies. Samples of the finds
drowned in the crash of the bishop's
gavel and the delegates shouts of dis- have been sent to New York and are
have been favorably reported on
approval. The chairman then with- said
by the experts.
drew the revision committee's report
temporarily and shortly afterwards
the motion of Dr. J. T. McFarland, FARMERS DISCOVER NEW ENEMY
New York, that all reference to that
matter be stricken from the records Small Ants in Pods of Kaffir Corn
was adopted.
Cause of Anxiety In
Kansas.
Uproar Continued for Fifteen Minutes
While Bishops Vainly Tried to
Preserve Order.

e
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German battleship fleet, which arrived at Hampton Roads Saturday, is here seen departing from
for the trip across the Atlantic. The flagship Moltke is 'eading. After the officers and men
have been entertained at Washington, the fleet will go to New York, where a monster reception has been
v
.
planned.
.
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To Improve Rivers and Bridges.
Santa Fe Bills recently introduced
in the House provide for $10,000 for
a bridge across the Rio Grande at La
Joya; $15,000 for a bridge across the
Rio Grande at Belen; $1,400 for improvement of the Rio Grande at San
Marcial; requiring locomotives to carry electric headlights; to admit foreign railroad corporations; changing
the day of electing Justices of the
peace to general- - election in November; distribution of forest reserve income among the various counties, and
participation of New Mexico in the
Gettysburg celebration. A bill also
provides for the appropriation of $10,-00-0
Institute of
for the
Santa Fe, that city donating 1G0 acres
ing.
of land.
The main dyke protecting the town
Would Investigate Officials.
of San Marcial from the Rio Grande,
Santa Fe The stormiest session broke recently and two feet of water
yet held during the present term of flooded the streets, doing considerable
the Legislature was caused by the in- damage.
troduction of the following resolution;
An unknown man was run down and
A resolution providing lor the disby the south bound Santa Fe
killed
missal of the election contests against passenger train near Las Cruces. The
Juan Casados and Marcelino Marinez, body was taken to Las Cruces for inboth Democrats, whose seats were terment.
contested by Republicans.
House substitute bill 41, better
A second provided for an investigation of every county official in the known as the Spelss bond bill, has
state by an investigating committee been passed by the House and Senate
members of and Is now awaiting the governor's
of thirty of the forty-ninthe House, each member to receive $5 signature.
a day from the time of adjournment,
During the past week every crop
of the which
June 8, to the
is grown in Belen section "of the
Legislature in January, while doing Rio Grande valley has received a decommittee work.
cided forward impetus, on account of
The third resolution provided for the extremely favoraole weather.
the Investigation of every state office
The first Lutheran church of Belen,
and state Institution.
Valencia county, Is to have a new pas
tor, Rev. John A. M. Zelgler, D. D.,
Rio Grande on Rampage.
who was at one time pastor of a large
Albuquerque. With the west ap- church at Ann Arbor, Mich.
proach to the BarelaB bridge washed
State Engineer Chas. D. Miller has
out so badly that it is barely passspan of the returned from a trip through the
able, with a thirty-foo- t
brige at Belen torn away, and a bridge northeastern portion of the state and
at Cochltl, north of here, reported de reports that the road from Las Vegas
stroyed by the seething torrent, the to Mora, will be put in a high state of
Rio Grande has gone on a real ram repair.
page, and great anxiety is felt by resThe bill appropriating $30,000 for a
identB along the stream, both north state industrial
school at Wagon
and south. Aggregate damage of thou- - Mound passed the House by a vote of
sons of dollars has ben done and re 30 to 12 Wagon Mound agreeing to
ports from up the river indicate that donate land and a building valued at
the worst is by no means over.
$20,000.
Swollen to the limit of its banks by
Plans are being considered by the
the rapid melting of the snows on
headwaters, resulting from the contin Columbus Chamber of Commerce for
ued warm weather, the Rio Grande is Installing at that place a plant for the
carrying a tremendous volume of wa making of ice, furnishing of water,
ter, which is sweeping away every electric lights and transmitting irrigat
ing power.
thing in its path.
The wages of all laborers on the
extra gangs on the Santa Fe has been
Three Fatal Accidents.
Santa Fe. Three fatal accidents increased from $1.25 to $1.50 per day.
Silver City. The summer term of
and one murder were recently reported from various parts of New Mexico, the New Mexico Normal school opened
while in this city with three hundred teachJ. W. TIbbetts, aged sixty-one- ,
drilling a well in Curry county, was ers present from all parts of the
killed by a piece of steel falling on Southwest. Owing to the wide reputation and popularity achieved by the
his head.
While fording the Pecos on horse school in former years a successful
back, near Fort Sumner, Guadalupe term is looked for.
county, Leandro, aged eight, son of
Roswell. Santa F6 railroad officials
Jose Effren Gonzales of Guadalupe, have officially announced that it was
was drowned.
positive
build the
cut-ofActual construction
son of Rudolph
The
Miller fell Into a small irrigating lake will begin at Lubbock or Slayton, Texnear Dorsey. Colfax county, and as, in tho near future. They assure
the Clovls people that the road will
drowned.
be built into that town in ninety days.
was
aged
cattleman,
an
8. Simmons,
hot and killed at Mogollon by Con
Rumors that something' was about
Btable Clprlano Baca, while resisting to happen in the copper district of the
arrest.
Burro mountains, which have been current for several weeks, received additional confirmation when it became
Knights of Pythias to Build.
Deming. Knights of Pythias Lodge known that the Savanna and Chemung
companies in combination were invesNo. 20. of Deming, is making arrange
on its tigating the cost of a motor truck road
menta to have constructed
from the Burros to the Santa Fe at
property n this city an
Whitewater,
thre-year-ol- d
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Farmers and Families Greet Gover
nor's Party all Along Route and
Crowd the Towns.
Richmond, Mo. "You cannot build
good roads by meaning well feebly...
You must mean well with sufficient
enthusiasm to vote bonds to make
permanent
improved road over
which you can bring your crops to
market 365 days in the year."
That was the message Gov. Hadley
bad to give hundreds of farmers of
north central Missouri who gathered
at the stopping points on the north
state highway tour to hear him speak.
It was a great day for the tour and a
large crowd was. out to greet the
party of motorists who went out to
preach the gospel of full wagon bed
roads. The first stop was at Liberty.
Standing on the steps of the court
house Gov. Hadley addressed a crowd
of several hundred.
Thirty motor cars escorted the good
roads tourists into Excelsior Springs.
The town .was decorated with flags
and bunting for. the occasion. A
band greeted the tourists as they
came 4n. Gov. Hadley here told of
his plans for using convicts In the
permanent roads in, Missouri. He ex
plained the state law which had been
passed as a preliminary step to the
use of convict labor on the roads.
Springs
At Excelsior
John F. Morton and a party of 30
motorists from Richmond and Hardin
joined the party. At every farmhouse
along the road between Excelsior
Springs and Richmond the farmers'
families stood at their gates to wave
a greeting to the speeding motorists.
At Rayville a huge banner bung over
the road. "We're for good roads, but
against the single tax."
The north Missouri cross state high
way was formally dedicated at Mober-l- y
by Gov. Hadley, Congressman W.
P. Borland and the state board of
agriculture, who constitute the state
highway commission. .

Wichita, Kansas. A small ant has
made
its appearance in the pod of
Grand Jury Recommends
corn and the state has beKaffir
the
Investigation at Fulton by "Propgun an investigation as to the nature
er Authorities."
of the insect and which way is best
to combat it. In Sumner county,
at
Fulton, Missouri. That affairs
acreage of
the Fulton state hospital are in a de- where there is a large
plorable condition is the conclusion Kaffir corn planted, W. T. Emery, an POURED MOLTEN IRON ON ENEMY
university,
reached by the special grand Jury of entomologist at the state entomologW.
an
McCullouch,
J.
and
accourt,
county
circuit
the Callaway
Foundry Worker Took Awful Method
cording to a report filed by the in- ist at the agricultural college are mak
of Revenge on Fellow Workman-Vic- tim
quisitorial body. The jury adjourned ing investigation of the pest for the
May Die.
sine die after having been in session state.
having
ten days, most of that time
Michigan City, Indiana. For many
been devoted to an investigation of CHURCH SCHOOLS TO MISSOURI weeks Joseph Hyran harbored a
the alleged Irregularities at the ingrudge against Nepham Sam, a fellow
sane institution.
The report recom- Iowa and Kansas Institutions to Con workman in a foundry.
investigation
mends that a thorough
solidate With College at
Hyran's work in the foundry was to
be made by the proper authorities. By '
pour molten metal Into molds for car
Weaubleau, Mo.
"proper authorities" evidently Is meant
wheels. t He determined to kill Sam
the state board of charities and corLe Grand, Iowa. Trustees of Pal- with the fluid and waited patiently un-tlrections.
mer college, the state school of the
Sam stooped over to pick up some
Christian denomination, voted almost car fixtures. Then Hyran filled bis
CHICAGO GETS AEROPLANE MAIL unanimously to move the school to ladle full of the molten metal and
Albany, Mo., and there consolidate it emptied it on Sam's back. The metal
Postmaster General Hitchcock Author- with the Waubleau, Mo., school and spread over his entire body and Sam
izes a Station and Two
the Kansas Christian college of Lin will probably die.
Substations.
coin, Kan., the two schools being of - Hyran was arrested and will be held
the same denomination.
pending the outcome of Sam's injuries.
Chicago, Illinois. Postmaster GenSt. John Very III.
eral Frank H. Hitchcock granted the
A Billion In the Treasury.
Olathe, Kan. Former Gov. John P,
Aero club the right to establish and
Washington, D. C. Large customs
aero postal station at the Cicero field St. John is severely ill at- his home and internal revenue receipts cut the
and two substations, one each at the here. His health has been failing for deficit of the federal government nearElmhurst and Wheaton golf grounds. two months. His condition is critical ly In half in May. The deficit for the
George Mostach, who has been carry- and he was taken with convulsions in fiscal year Is now only $6,462,000 as
ing mall by aeroplane for the govern- the afternoon. His physicians report compared with $12,580,000 a month
ment in the South, will make the first that he is suffering from uraemic ago. This is the lowest deficit for
trip. He and two assistant's were poisoning and that his recovery is several months. A year ago the deficit
swo'rn in at the federal building.
doubtful. Gov. St. John is 70 years amounted to $6,876,000. The deficit
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